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Easy access to
the care you need
when you need it
For treatment of colds, flu, minor injuries, and other common conditions,
rely on Stanford Express Care and the Stanford Walk-In Clinic.
With extended hours and multiple locations, they give you easy
access to precisely the right care at the right time in the right place.
Stanford Express Care
Palo Alto

Stanford Express Care
San Jose

Stanford
Walk-In Clinic

Same-day appointments

Same-day appointments

No appointment needed

211 Quarry Road, Suite 102
Palo Alto, CA 94304

52 Skytop Street, Suite 10
San Jose, CA 95134

211 Quarry Road, Suite 402
Palo Alto, CA 94304

call: 650.736.5211

call: 669.294.8888

call: 650.497.3940

visit: 7 days/week
9:00am–9:00pm

visit: 7 days/week
9:00am–9:00pm

visit: Monday–Friday
3:30pm–11:00pm

Pediatric patients
6 months and older
welcome in all clinics

stanfordhealthcare.org/carechooser
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• Coming to market June 14th
• Contact Derk for Details

Derk Brill
Wall Street Journal “Top Residential Realtors” in

M: (650) 814-0478
Derk@DerkBrill.com
DerkBrill.com
DRE# 01256035

Compass is the brand name used
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of the Compass group of subsidiary
companies. Compass is a real
estate broker licensed by the State
of California and abides by Equal
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Number 01079009. All material
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informational purposes only and
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OPEN HOUSE | Sunday, June 9 · 2–4pm

Stately Mediterranean with Sweeping Views
447 Hillcrest Road, San Carlos
3 Beds | 2 Full Baths | Main Home ±2,610 sf | Lot ±5,800 sf
Offered at: $1,998,000
Built in 1927 with period details throughout. Spectacular living room with cathedral ceiling,
formal dining room, updated kitchen with eat-in nook and bonus room. Own a piece of
local history. More photos and info at 447Hillcrest.com

Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty | #1 Producing Group
Michael Dreyfus | Top 250 Agent Nationwide, Wall Street Journal / Real Trends
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Michael Dreyfus

Noelle Queen

650.485.3476

650.427.9211

m.dreyfus@ggsir.com

n.queen@ggsir.com

Lic. #01121795

Lic. #01917593

Visit Dreyfus.Group for more listings ·

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Council clashes, compromises over housing at Cubberley
With residents divided, City agrees to evaluate
development of up to 112 housing units
by Gennady Sheyner

P

alo Alto residents and City
Council members clashed
Monday night over a question that has come to dominate the
recent discussion over the future
Cubberley Community Center:
Does housing belong at a public
facility that has long been designated for recreation and education?

After dozens of comments and
passionate arguments from both
sides of the debate, the council left
the door open for the possibility
of building up to 112 units at the
sprawling 35-acre campus, which
is jointly owned by the city and
Palo Alto Unified School District.
Some of these units could go up on

city land, the council decided after
a heated debate that stretched into
the late night hours.
The council voted 6-1, with City
Councilman Greg Tanaka dissenting, to explore up to 112 units of
housing in an upcoming environmental analysis for Cubberley, an
eclectic campus on Middlefield
Road in south Palo Alto that was
formerly Cubberley High School.
Its current uses include playing
fields, artist studios and nonprofit
spaces. The proposed plan would

retain all these uses, while adding
a gym, two swimming pools and
various community spaces that
would be shared by the city and
the district. It would also increase
green space by nearly 70%, largely
by shifting parking from the existing layout of surface lots to an underground garage.
The plan for the new Cubberley
was forged over a series of “co-design” meetings, which were spearheaded by the city’s consultant,
Concordia. It was largely embraced

by the community up until last
month, when housing suddenly
entered the mix. Since then, residents have split over whether the
new plan for Cubberley should include housing, with some calling it
a desperately needed amenity and
others arguing that housing, while
critical, does not belong on public
land that is designated for the entire
community.
The Parks and Recreation
(continued on page 12)

ENVIRONMENT

City looks to
ban plastic
straws,
utensils
Effort aimed to boost
creek protection
by Gennady Sheyner

P

(continued on page 8)

(continued on page 14)

Sinead Chang

front of the new plant. “It is time
to move on to newer stuff.”
The retirement of the incinerators, which have been in use since
1972, marks a significant milestone in Palo Alto’s plan to address climate change and upgrade
its outdated waste-treatment system. Until now, the city’s watertreatment plant plan — which also
serves Los Altos, Los Altos Hills,
Mountain View, Stanford University and the East Palo Alto Sanitary District — was one of only
two in California that burned its
sludge (the Central Contra Costa
Sanitary District is the other such
plant). It was a point of embarrassment for officials who like to

lastic straws, disposable
utensils and beverage stirrers may soon be on their
way out of Palo Alto as part of the
city’s new effort to protect creeks
and reduce the amount of landfillbound waste.
The City Council is scheduled to
consider on Monday night a package of laws targeting plastic foodware items and produce bags. If
the council supports the staff proposal, the thin, light produce and
meat bags would become illegal at
local grocery stores and farmers
markets, though these establishments would be allowed to provide
compostable bags.
The proposed laws are part of
a broad regional trend away from
single-use plastic foodware. San
Francisco, Berkeley, Alameda and
Malibu are among the cities that
have banned plastic straws and require compostable straws to be provided only upon request. The state
Legislature also is considering a
proposal, Assembly Bill 1884, that
would require full-service restaurants in California to only provide
straws upon request, though it exempts fast-food restaurants.
Palo Alto would also join San
Francisco and Malibu in prohibiting other single-use foodware
items, including spoons, forks and
knives. It would go beyond those
two cities, however, in its requirement that produce and meat bags
be compostable or reusable.

Ready for takeoff
Oliver Villa pushes his son, Noah, on the bucket swing at the Magical Bridge Playground in Mitchell Park.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Environmentalists cheer as
Palo Alto retires incinerators
City makes the switch from burning sludge to shipping and treating it
by Gennady Sheyner

P

alo Alto’s leading environmentalists and elected officials rallied on Wednesday morning for a highly unusual
event: the construction of a concrete industrial building next to
the Baylands.
The occasion marked the formal unveiling of the city’s new

dewatering and haul-out facility,
where sludge from Palo Alto and
surrounding areas gets thickened,
pressed, caked and dumped into
trucks that then ship it out of
town for further treatment. It also
marked a public send-off for a
facility that has faithfully served
residents for the past half-century

but that few will miss: the sludgeburning incinerators that, up
until now, were both the biggest
municipal power consumer and
greenhouse-gas emitter.
“We’re going to bid these old
friends adieu,” Mayor Eric Filseth
told a crowd of about 50 residents
and city staff who gathered in
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It’s up to you now to uphold the
integrity of the process.
—Lanie Wheeler, former Palo Alto mayor, on
adding housing to Cubberely Community Center.
See story on page 5.

Around Town

STANFORD SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVOR TO PEN MEMOIR
... Her words captured the
world’s attention in June 2016.
And now, the young woman
who was sexually assaulted
by former Stanford University
student Brock Turner in 2015,
known anonymously as Emily
Doe, will be writing a memoir
about her experience. Viking
Books announced Wednesday
that it would publish the book,
according to media outlets.
The memoir is set to come out
Sept. 27. Viking Books is owned
by Penguin Random House.
Doe’s 7,390-word victim impact
statement, which she read in a
Palo Alto courtroom in June 2016,
drew international attention. It
became a manifesto of sorts,
before the height of the #MeToo
movement, for those who were
outraged by Turner’s sentence
and the prevalence of sexual
violence more broadly.
Former Santa Clara County
Superior Court Judge Aaron
Persky, who was recalled last
year, sentenced Turner to six
months in county jail and three
years of probation for the sexual
assault, which took place on the
Stanford campus in 2015. Turner
was released from jail three
months later and unsuccessfully
tried to appeal his conviction. In
a press release, Viking Books
editor-in-chief Andrea Schulz
said: “Emily Doe’s experience
illuminates a culture built to
protect perpetrators and a
criminal justice system designed
to fail the most vulnerable.” In
the book, Doe will “share her
experience in emotional, honest
and eloquent detail,” Schulz said.
“Her story continues to be a
testament to the power of words
to heal and effect change.” Viking
Books declined to comment
on whether she will use her real
name in the memoir, according to
the Associated Press.
SPELLING BEE BUZZ ... Palo
Alto was represented at recent
state and national spelling
bee competitions through two
students — one who became the
last man standing and another
who was just shy of making
the top 50. Sixth-grader Vayun
Krishna of Challenger School Middlefield survived 11 rounds
to become this year’s winner of

the California State Elementary
Spelling Bee held on May 11. He
surpassed about 55 competitors
in fourth through sixth grades by
correctly spelling “rapport.” He
walked away with a $250 gift card
to Barnes & Noble in addition
to an Amazon Kindle Fire and
spelling bee backpack. Newly
minted Greene Middle School
graduate Rohan Phanse also
vied for first place at last week’s
Scripps National Spelling Bee
held in National Harbor, Maryland
near Washington, D.C. He joined
22 other contestants from the
Bay Area who participated in the
annual competition. He made
it to the third round, correctly
spelling “emendation,” meaning
“the process of making a
revision or correction to a text,”
according to Oxford Dictionaries.
Rohan’s winning streak ended on
Wednesday, May 29, when he tied
for 51st place out of 567 spellers,
just missing the cutoff to qualify
for the semifinals. However, the
experience was a positive one,
Rohan told NBC. “I’m having
fun. I’m learning a lot from other
spellers, and I think one thing
that’s recurring is everybody
is really nice, they’re really
supportive.”

MONEY STREAMS IN ... East
Palo Alto received a $17.3 million
grant from the California Office
of Emergency Services to build
a levee system aimed to prevent
flooding from the San Francisco
Bay and San Francisquito Creek,
the city announced Tuesday. The
project is estimated to take three
years to complete, and will protect
about 1,500 houses, businesses,
schools, churches and other
buildings that are located in the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s (FEMA) floodplain
map. The city will collaborate
with the San Francisquito Creek
Joint Powers Authority, among
others, to complete the levee.
More than half of East Palo Alto’s
land is located in the FEMA
floodplain, putting residents at a
greater risk of being impacted by
environmental factors including
heavy rain and rising sea levels.
Projects to address the escalating
risk have been in the works for
years now, and include plans
that will benefit both the local
community and wildlife at the
Baylands.Q

Upfront
IMMIGRATION

County supervisors reject informing
ICE when inmates are released
Local law enforcement agencies support limited cooperation
with federal agency to remove dangerous criminals from community
by
ticking with a longstanding policy, the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors voted 5-0 Tuesday to reject
changing course and notifying
federal Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) of the release
of county jail inmates suspected of
being in the country illegally.
The unanimous decision, which
is in line with a recommendation
from the Palo Alto Human Relations Commission, comes after
county executives, legal counsel
and immigrant rights groups called
any working relationship with ICE
a bad idea that would erode trust
with an already vulnerable community. The county would have to
blindly trust immigration officials
on claims that an inmate in county
custody is in the country illegally,
which could subject the county to
lawsuits.
“Our county has long been a progressive beacon on this issue and
now is not the time to suddenly
embrace an agency that does not
respect basic human rights and
frequently gets citizenship details
wrong, subjecting our county to liability,” said Santa Clara County
Public Defender Molly O’Neal.
The board voted in April to
consider a policy for the county to
provide ICE with the date and time
of release of inmates suspected of
being in the country illegally. The
policy would be limited to those inmates who had been convicted of a
serious or violent felony, amounting to an estimated 100 to 150
inmates each year. The county’s
current policy ignores these requests, rejecting 6,243 notification
requests between November 2014
and March 2019.
The idea came as a direct response to the killing of 59-yearold Bambi Larson, a San Jose
woman who was stabbed to death
in her home. The suspect, Carlos
Arevalo-Carranza, is in the U.S.
illegally, and had 10 prior convictions in recent years, ICE officials
told the media outlets shortly after
Larson’s death.
But a May 30 letter sent to the
board of supervisors by Palo Alto
Human Relations Commissioners
Steven Lee and the Rev. Kaloma
Smith on behalf of the commission asked the county to reject collaborating with ICE in any way.
The Palo Alto commissioners on
May 9 voted 5-1, with Gabe Kralik
dissenting and Jill O’Nan absent,
to officially oppose the proposed
policy changes regarding civil detainer requests.
Such a change “treats individuals differently based on documentation status; imposes additional
penalties for individuals who have
already paid their debt to society
by completing their (jail or prison)

S

Kevin Forestieri and Sue Dremann
sentence; and/or results in an over- Rosen, argued that the coordinated
all net decrease in public safety transfer of serious and violent felby undermining the public trust ons into ICE custody means immiour respective local governments gration enforcement agents won’t
and law enforcement agencies have to raid neighborhood comhave earned within our immigrant munities to make arrests. He said
community and the community at the immigrant community is fearful of such raids, which can lead
large,” they wrote.
District Attorney Jeff Rosen and to “incidental contacts” with unlocal law enforcement agencies — documented people who wouldn’t
represented by Mountain View Po- otherwise be contacted by federal
lice Chief Max Bosel — however, immigration authorities.
“Notifying ICE and providing
supported the idea of the limited
coordination with ICE, calling it an ICE agents the ability to take cusimportant public safety policy that tody of individuals in a secure jail
would remove dangerous criminals would likely reduce the amount of
from the community. Rosen re- ICE operations in local communileased a statement before the meet- ties, thereby reducing the probabiling calling ICE notifications a “bal- ity of these incidental contacts,”
anced approach” that weighs the Bosel wrote.
But the Palo Alto commissioners
concerns of the immigrant community against the risk of allowing argued the policy changes would
undocumented residents convicted likely undermine public safety by
of serious or violent felonies to stay eroding public trust in and cooperation with local law enforcement.
in the country.
“The tragic murder of Bambi
Bosel, who mostly deferred to

Larson would not have been prevented had the proposed changes
been in effect. A number of studies
indicate that undocumented individuals are less, not more, likely to
commit a serious or violent crime
and are also less likely to be recidivists or commit additional crimes
than citizens,” they wrote, citing a
January 2019 Cato Institute study
and a 2015 report by the National
Association of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine on the integration of immigrants into American
society.
Studies also show that cooperation with ICE makes communities
less safe because of the chilling
effect it has on immigrant populations, 70% of whom are less likely
to report crimes, engage with or
seek law-enforcement assistance or
use vital public services, the commissioners wrote, citing an April
2018, article in the Washington
Post by University of California,
San Diego Associate Professor
Tom Wong.
At least three supervisors
showed interest in notifying ICE

of the release of inmates suspected
of being in the country illegally,
but actually putting that policy into
practice was seen as untenable.
The county had no way of verifying whether federal immigration
officials had accurate information on the inmates, and ICE is an
agency known for “aggressive and
unscrupulous enforcement tactics”
that stoke fear and undermine community trust, according to county
officials.
Supervisor Mike Wasserman,
originally a proponent of ICE
(continued on page 11)

Correction

The May 31 story “RV parking
program proposed, again”
incorrectly stated when the
Mountain View City Council
approved a deal to lease a
2-acre property for safe parking
for homeless residents. The
agreement was passed on May
7. To request a clarification or
correction, contact Editor Jocelyn
Dong at jdong@paweekly.com,
650-326-8210 or P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto 94302. Q

FATHER’S
SALE
NOW!
SPRING DAY
SALE
ONON
NOW!

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to discuss
potential litigation pertaining to airplane noise. The council will then consider
new ordinances restricting plastic straws and disposable cutlery and
stirrers; restricting the use of produce bags at retail service establishments;
and creating new requirements for salvage and reuse of building materials
as part of construction and demolition projects; and discuss a proposal
to create a “safe parking” program for recreational vehicles at 1275 San
Antonio Road. The closed session will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, June 10,
at City Hall. Regular meeting will begin at 6 p.m. or as soon as possible after
the closed session in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.

Design Your Own Fire Pit
Any Size & Shape,
Any Top Any Color

COUNCIL POLICY AND SERVICES COMMITTEE ... The committee plans
to discuss the status of audits pertaining to travel expenses, cable franchise
fees, Community Service Department fees, “green purchasing” practices,
disability rates, data governance and water meter billing. The meeting will
begin at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, June 11, in the Community Meeting Room at
City Hall.
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The board will vote to issue tax and revenue
anticipation notes, to award a contract for Palo Alto High School’s science
addition project and on revised contracts and 2% bonuses for senior
administrators; discuss the proposed 2019-20 budget, 2019 Local Control
and Accountability Plan (LCAP), a cell tower resolution, a board bylaw
on attorneys, an amendment to the superintendent’s contract and an
evaluation of external law firms and contracts for legal services for next
year, among other items. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
June 11, at the district office, 25 Churchill Ave.

Choose From Over 100 Sunbrella Frabrics

CITY/SCHOOL LIAISION COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to review
recent council and school board meetings, discuss next steps for the
Cubberley master plan and get updates on grade separation and on
the Stanford University’s general use permit (GUP) review process. The
meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday, June 12, in the Community
Meeting Room at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
plans to review the environmental impact report for the proposed demolition
and reconstruction of the Newell Road bridge. The meeting will begin at 6
p.m. on Wednesday, June 12, in the Council Chambers at City Hall.
HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD ... The board plans to meet at 8:30 a.m.
on Thursday, June 13, in the Council Chambers at City Hall. The agenda
wasn’t available by press deadline.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The commission plans to meet
at 7 p.m. on Thursday, June 13, in the Council Chambers at City Hall. The
agenda wasn’t available by press deadline.

TEAK
3592 Haven Ave, Redwood City
OPEN DAILY 10:30 - 6 Ph 650-366-0411
TomsOutdoorFurniture.Com
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Upfront

Incinerators
(continued from page 5)

Veronica Weber

tout the city’s environmentalist
credentials.
At the ceremony, Filseth highlighted the environmental impacts of moving from incinerating
sludge to treating and shipping it.
The switch will save about 15,000
metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent annually — the equivalent of getting 3,000 cars off the
road, he said. It will eliminate the
need to ship out 700 tons of hazardous ash every year, equivalent
to an 85% reduction of municipal
hazardous waste. And because the
incinerators were powered by natural gas and the new facility relies on electric power, the change
supports Palo Alto’s move toward
“fuel switching” — a shift from
the former to the latter.
Located next to the incinerators,
the new $30-million dewatering
and trucking facility is a concrete
cube with two stories packed with
pipes, filters, conveyor belts and
storage vats. Sludge that comes
into the facility gets treated with
polymers, which helps to thicken
(or “dewater”) it. The sludge then
moves through a system of more
than 20 belt filters, where it gets
pressed and further dewatered.
The sludge cakes get progressively dryer and flatter as they
move through the system, until they ultimately blend into

Corey Walpoe, a shift supervisor at the Regional Water Quality
Control Plant, gives a tour of the new dewatering and haul-out
facility during the building’s formal unveiling on Wednesday. The
new facility is expected to save about 15,000 metric tons of carbon
dioxide annually — the equivalent of getting 3,000 cars off the road.
something that resembles a layer
of gray carpet. The material then
passes through a “screw conveyor,” which shakes up the carpet
and directs the output into giant
storage bins, which ultimately get
emptied into the trucks through
an automated system.
“Now it has the consistency of
worm dirt,” plant manager Jamie
Allen told a Weekly reporter during a tour of the new facility. “It’s
still 70% moisture and 30% solid,
but it resembles dirt at this point.”
The new facility, while state-ofthe-art, also represents a step back
from the type of waste-to-energy
plant that Palo Alto officials have

been evaluating for much of the
past decade. In 2011, voters “undedicated” a 10-acre parcel of
Byxbee Park to create an anaerobic digestion facility, which would
treat local food waste, yard trimmings and potentially sewage and
convert it into energy. After years
of evaluation, city officials backed
away from the plan, citing high
costs and the difficulty of building in the Baylands.
Debates over waste treatment
heated up in 2011, creating a fissure in the environmental community, where supporters of
Measure E (which undedicated
the parkland) called on the city

to take care of its own waste on
its own land, and opponents argued that a new treatment plant
does not belong in the Baylands.
While the former prevailed in the
2012 election, the city ultimately
did not move ahead with a wasteto-energy facility.
“We have a very small footprint
here, and the cost of an anaerobic
digestor went from $57 million to
$75 million for total capital cost,”
Allen said. “The debt cost of that
would be quite high. So we evaluated that and decided it would be
best to build this facility, get this
one ready and continue to look at
emerging technologies. It’s a waitand-see approach.”
The cautious approach also had
the added benefit of reducing the
simmering political tensions and
giving both camps in the environmentalist debate something to
cheer. Both former Mayor Peter
Drekmeier, a leading proponent of
Measure E, and former Councilwoman Emily Renzel, the measure’s staunchest opponent, attended the Wednesday ceremony.
Drekmeier said the incinerators,
after nearly half a century of service, have overstayed their welcome. Renzel, who toured the new
facility, also said she welcomes
the new building, though remains
concerned about the city’s longterm plans.
“The jury is out on next steps.
If they occur around the sewage
plant site, that’s fine with me. My

concern is parkland,” Renzel said.
In the meantime, about twothirds of the city’s dewatered
sludge will be trucked out to the
Synagro-WWT facility in Merced
County, where it will be used for
composting. The remaining third
will be shipped to the Lystek International Limited plant in Fairfield, where it will undergo thermal and chemical treatment and
get converted into an agricultural
soil supplement.
Filseth noted that the environmental benefits aren’t the only
reason for retiring the incinerators. Another factor is the high
cost and difficulty of maintaining
the aged equipment.
“At 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit,
we have no right to expect that
these things lasted even 50 years,”
Filseth said. “It’s such a harsh environment, and they continue to
work. So, it’s a capital issue as
well.”
But even as he inaugurated
the new haul-out facility, he also
noted that the city has not yet
abandoned its exploration of local
solutions that would not require
trucking.
“The ultimate plan is to have
that additional processing done
not in the Central Valley but here
in Palo Alto,” Filseth said. “So
this is a bit of an intermediary
step.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Stanford University Development Project and the General Use Permit Application
County of Santa Clara Planning Commission Hearing #2
Thursday, June 13, 2019 / 1:30 PM
Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium, 70 West Hedding Street, San Jose, CA 95110

WHAT ABOUT TRAFFIC CONGESTION?
Stanford University is proposing to add more than 3.5 million
square feet of new development. The project is the largest ever
to be reviewed by the County of Santa Clara in its 169-year history.
If approved, the project could increase Stanford University’s
campus by 20% and add 9,610 new people to the campus upon
completion of the development.
ÜÜÌ iyÕÝviÜ«i«i«>VÌÌÀ>vwV>`V}iÃÌ¶
An independent report concluded the proposed development
ÜÕ` >ÛiÃ}wV>Ì«>VÌÃÌÀ>vwVV>À>`Ã>`
} Ü>ÞÃ°/ iV>VÕÌÞÜÕ`ÃiiÃ}wV>Ì`i>ÞÃ>Ì
Õ«ÌÓ{ÌiÀÃiVÌÃ]>`Ì iÀi}ÜÕ`ÃiiVÀi>Ãi`ÌÀ>vwV
volume on freeways. That’s why the County Administration
ÃVÌÌi`ÌiÃÕÀ}Ì >ÌÌ iÌÀ>vwVV}iÃÌÌ i
surrounding areas is not substantially worsened as a result of
Stanford’s development.

Share Your Views, Come to the Hearing
For the latest updates, please visit: CountyStanford.Info
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Premier Crescent Park Estate
Rare offering with exquisite style on nearly half acre lot (21,505± sf)
0DJLFDOSULYDWHVHWWLQJRQUHVRUWVW\OHJURXQGV
6WXQQLQJEGPDLQKRPHSOXVEGEDJXHVWKRXVH
$SSUR[LPDWHO\VIRIUHÀQHGOLYLQJVSDFH
([TXLVLWHJURXQGVIHDWXUHSRRORSHQDLUFRQFHSWSRROKRXVH
RXWGRRUNLWFKHQ PXOWLSOHWHUUDFHV
3UHPLHUQHLJKERUKRRGQHDUGRZQWRZQ3DOR$OWRSDUNV WRSVFKRROV

Price Upon Request

Sherry Bucolo
650.207.9909
sbucolo@compass.com
Top 1% of Realtors Nationwide
License #00613242

For more info & photos visit www.1025Lincoln.com

BRE# 01506761
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Upfront
HOUSING

Should the school district build
teacher housing at Cubberley?
Board of Education, superintendent have yet to take firm position
by Elena Kadvany

A

s the debate over whether
to build housing at Cubberley Community Center heats up at the city level, the
Palo Alto school district — the
majority landowner at the Middlefield Road site — is for the
most part feeling less urgency
about developing its 27 acres,
officials said in interviews.
The city and school district
are engaged in a process to redesign the jointly owned 35-acre
site, with early plans envisioning
Cubberley as a “shared campus”
with space for a potential new
school, a swimming pool, art studios, a gym, nonprofit spaces and
other uses. At a final community
design meeting in early May, city
staff and consultants presented
four options for housing at Cubberley, including proposals for
teacher housing at Cubberley and
at an adjacent district-owned site
at 525 San Antonio Road.
The city’s Parks and Recreation Commission last week
backed a memo urging the City
Council against including any

housing on city land at Cubberley. In the memo, the commissioners recommended that Cubberley be “designated as a public
recreation resource to meet our
evolving program and services
needs over the lifetime of the
new Cubberley Community Center.” (The memo doesn’t oppose
adding housing at 525 San Antonio Road.)
While the council is eager to
move the process along (see story on page 5), the school board
does not plan to discuss Cubberley in its two remaining meetings
this school year. The earliest the
topic would come before the
trustees would be in August. The
school board and city council are
planning to hold a joint meeting
on Cubberley sometime in August or September.
In interviews, school district
leadership said they have not yet
taken a firm position on teacher
housing at Cubberley and that
they still need to gather more information before doing so.
“We’re not in a position to

decide anything about our appetite for housing at this point,”
said board Vice President Todd
Collins. “We’re not in a rush. We
just need to do our work.”
The board has been generally
supportive of the idea of teacher
housing, mostly in discussions
about a Santa Clara County-led
project to build regional staff
housing in Palo Alto. In January, the board directed staff to
identify a funding source to contribute to the project, which also
has been supported by the Palo
Alto City Council and other local school districts.
A survey on staff housing that
the district sent out to 600 employees this spring found that
59% of respondents (who were
mostly teachers) are considering leaving the district within
the next five years due to housing costs or long commutes. Unaffordable rental and housing
costs are the top reasons preventing staff from moving closer to
work, the survey found.
Si xt y- one
p ercent
of

respondents said they would be
very interested in living in district-owned, below-market-rate
housing offered exclusively to
Palo Alto Unified employees.
Some board members said
more analysis is needed to inform any potential decisions, including looking at the district’s
retention and attrition rates;
comparing past and present hiring pools; and considering alternative models to meet the need
for staff housing.
“Good decisions come from
evaluating alternatives,” board
President Jennifer DiBrienza
said.
Collins said he doesn’t know
if he supports teacher housing at
Cubberley but that “it would be
negligent of us not to consider
this option as something that we
might do.”
Superintendent Don Austin
said he’s watching the city process on housing at Cubberley
but feels no “sense of urgency”
to move the district forward at
the same pace.
He said he’s not opposed to
building housing at Cubberley or
the San Antonio Road site but that
his job is to “frame up the question with the best information we
have and then let our elected officials direct our efforts.”
One board member, however,
thinks the district needs to be
more proactive on an issue that
many Bay Area school districts
are already taking action on.

Board member Shounak
Dharap plans to advocate for
teacher housing at Cubberley,
which he said makes even more
sense than the county-led project given that it’s public, districtowned land.
“If we really want to attract
and retain quality teachers, then
we’re going to have to build
housing,” he told the Weekly.
“There’s no question about it.”
He keeps a list of local school
districts and county education
offices that are already building
or discussing affordable housing
for teachers and staff, including
the Mountain View-Whisman
School District (whose board
recently approved a deal with a
developer to reserve more than
100 affordable units exclusively
for teachers and school staff at
an apartment building), Los Altos School District, San Francisco Unified School District and
San Jose Unified School District.
Local examples offer both information on what Palo Alto Unified could potentially pursue on
staff housing and caution that
“if we’re not offering the same
benefits ... we’re going to be left
behind.” Dharap said.
Gail Price, a former board
member and city councilwoman,
and Steven Lee, a Palo Alto Human Relations commissioner and
Midtown Residents Association
steering committee member,
(continued on page 11)

WE INVITE YOU TO A COMMUNITY
APPRECIATION EVENT
DO YOU RUN A BUSINESS IN DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO?
The City of Palo Alto's downtown construction project and University Avenue
paving is complete, so it's time to say THANK YOU to our community and local
businesses. Join us for a "grand reopening" of University Avenue with music,
refreshments and acknowledgements from Mayor Eric Filseth and City Manager
Ed Shikada.

We would like to thank you and help you promote your business. Are
you interested in getting involved? We welcome your input. Perhaps
you might consider:
Co-branding a happy hour or other fun gathering in
conjunction with this event

UTILITY PIPE
REPLACEMENTS

ROAD
REPAVING

TRAFFIC SIGNAL
ENHANCEMENTS

Promoting your products and services with ﬂyers or
advertisements at our tables
Distributing coupon cards or product samples with
event attendees

See the progress we made:
upgradedowntownpa.com
WHEN?
June 11th
3-5 PM
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WHERE?
Lytton Plaza, corner
of University Ave. and
Emerson St.

Connect with us:
upgradedowntown@cityofpaloalto.org

Upfront

Teacher housing
(continued from page 10)

ICE
(continued from page 7)

penned a guest opinion in the
Palo Alto Weekly last week
supporting teacher housing at
Cubberley.
“The City and School District
should not prematurely take
teacher housing off the table
without fully engaging our community,” they wrote. “We ask
that the City and School District
take just a couple more months
to conduct additional and broader community outreach and
complete a financial analysis to
inform how we can make teacher
housing work at Cubberley.”
Dharap said he’s heard from
community members who are
concerned about the potential
traffic and safety impacts of
adding housing at Cubberley and
wants to address those concerns
as part of the public process. He
disagreed with the Parks and
Recreation Commission’s position that housing conflicts with
recreational amenities.
“I think we need the political
will and the community will to
really push forward with the idea
of supporting teacher housing,” he
said. “It doesn’t have to be exclusive of using Cubberley for a community purpose. I think a dual purpose is completely attainable.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

notifications, made clear from the
outset at the June 4 meeting that
he planned to reverse course. He
said the county’s inability to determine legal status of inmates is
“unfortunate and disappointing,”
but is a reality that prevents him
from supporting his own proposal.
“After much investigation and
research our county counsel, law
enforcement, DA, public defender
and numerous immigrant rightsrelated organizations have proven
that there is no practical and legal
way of knowing if a person in our
custody is truly undocumented,”
Wasserman said. “And for that
reason, I withdraw my suggestion
of notifying ICE.”
Because of California’s state
sanctuary immigration policy, SB
54, the county is prohibited from
asking inmates about their immigration status. County Executive
Jeff Smith said the inability to independently verify ICE’s claims
on the immigrant status of inmates
is a major cause for concern, given
that the agency has been wrong in
over 3,000 cases in the last year.
“By operating without adequate
information the county is putting
itself at risk because it is relying
completely on ICE information,
which we know has mistakes in
it,” he said.
County Executive Smith said
allowing notifications would also

be tantamount to creating a racial
profiling program, and that counties that do permit notifications
on inmate releases are showing a
clear bias against Latinos. In 2018,
San Mateo County was asked for
notifications on 735 inmates, 7%
of whom were eventually picked
up by ICE agents. Of those inmates picked up, all but two were
of Latin-American descent, Smith
said.
Wasserman’s early announcement changed the tenor of the
packed crowd of attendees at the
June 4 meeting, with close to 160
speakers mostly supporting Wasserman in his rejection of ICE notifications. Most speakers rapidly
approached the dais and thanked
the board for its decision not to
work with ICE, even if the decision was reached due to practical
limitations rather than a moral
stance against a federal crackdown on illegal immigration.
Board President Joe Simitian,
who represents North County,
said he agreed that the county
should not be working hand in
glove with an agency he would
describe as institutionally racist, and that he would never advocate for cooperation with ICE
when inmates are facing traffic
violations, misdemeanors or even
the bulk of chargeable felonies
in California. But for those convicted of serious and violent felonies and in county custody, he
said it does make sense to “step
up and engage in some measure

of cooperation with immigration
officials.”
Despite his dissent, Simitian
said he voted in the majority in
order to make it a unanimous
vote not to turn over any inmates
to federal immigration officials
without a judicial arrest warrant.

“I think there’s some value in
putting this issue to rest in a 5-0
vote today,” he said. Q
Staff Writer Kevin Forestieri
can be emailed at kforestieri@
mv-voice.com. Staff Writer Sue
Dremann can be reached at
sdremann@paweekly.com.

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online throughout the week. For longer versions, go to PaloAltoOnline.com/news.

Seagull causes power outage
Nearly 3,000 Palo Alto Utilities customers in the southern section of the city woke up without electricity on Thursday morning
due to a power outage caused by a seagull that hit power lines,
according to the agency. (Posted June 6, 7:13 a.m.)

City chips in $10M for housing
A proposal to build 59 apartments for low-income residents
and adults with development disabilities in the Ventura neighborhood received a boost late Monday night when the Palo Alto City
Council contributed $10 million in public funds for the project
known as Wilton Court. (Posted June 4, 3:55 p.m.)

New drone, aircraft safety plan adopted
A new plan for Menlo Park fire district firefighters’ search
and rescue drones and U.S. Coast Guard helicopters to share the
skies over the San Francisco Bay near the abandoned Dumbarton
Railroad Trestle could make the difference between a “live rescue
and a tragic recovery,” Menlo Park Fire Protection District Chief
Harold Schapelhouman said. (Posted June 5, 1:05 p.m.)

Police: Kidnapping, assault ‘without merit’
A police investigation into a 17-year-old girl’s claims that she
was kidnapped and sexually assaulted seven months ago in East
Palo Alto were found to have no merit, police announced Wednesday. (Posted June 5, 9:38 a.m.)

Felipe’s
Markets
Organic & Conventional Produce/ Local Dairy/
Imported Cheese/ European & Mediterranean Specialties

PRODUCE SPECIALS

Fuji
Apples

Bananas

Red
Onions

Broccoli
Crowns

99¢

49¢

59¢

69¢

per lb.

per lb.

GROCERY SPECIALS

Berkeley Farms
Milk

$

Prices valid June 7-13, 2019

2.99

Jumbo
Eggs

$

per gallon

1.99

per dozen

per lb.

per lb.

Prices valid June 7-13, 2019

Lifeway
Farmer
Cheese

Regular
Lifeway Keﬁr

$

2.99

ea.

$

3.99

ea.

Subscribe to our websites to receive a 10 % OFF Coupon

Visit us at any of our three locations!
Cupertino Market

Felipe’s Market

Foothill Produce

19725 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, Ca 95014
(408) 777-9111

1101 W. El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, Ca 94087
(408) 720-8111

2310 Homestead Rd Ste. D
Los Altos, Ca 94024
(408) 735-7775

CupertinoMarket.com

FelipesMarket.com

FoothillProduce.net

Stanford pediatricians, now in your neighborhood
at Peninsula Pediatric Medical Group
Access to Excellence.
genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org
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Upfront

Cubberley

City land 8 acres

(continued from page 5)

Leadership
Palo Alto
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School district land 27 acres
School district land 8 acres
(not included in the Cubberley lease)

48 units
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64 units
Possible school
district staff
housing

Kristin Brown

Commission took the latter view,
voting last week to adopt a memo
urging the council not to include
any housing on city land at Cubberley. Its recommendation was
largely consistent with the position of most of the residents who
attended the May 9 community
meeting where the housing options
were first unveiled. About 75% of
those in attendance voted to reject
the two housing alternatives that
involved city land, though most
were content with the two that limit
housing to school district sites.
Jeff Greenfield, vice chair of the
Parks and Recreation Commission
and one of the co-signers of the
memo that recommended against
building housing on city land, told
the council on Monday that including housing at Cubberley would
effectively breach the public’s trust
and jeopardize the planning effort.
He also argued that recreational
assets will only become scarcer
and more valuable over time, as
the city’s population increases. As
such, Cubberley is the wrong place
for housing.
“Recreation is a broad umbrella,
including a wide range of programs
and services. For even the most
liberal definition, housing does not
fall under the recreation umbrella,”
Greenfield said.
Dozens echoed his view, both in
writing and in public comments.
Resident Sonya Bradski observed

on
est

The Palo Alto City Council voted on June 3 to explore including up
to 112 housing units on the campus as part of the Cubberley Master
Plan. A concept that city staff and consultants unveiled on May 9
shows where these units can potentially be located.
that Cubberley is a well-used facility with many different functions
and said she would like to see it
“remain a community center for all
the people.” Former Mayor Lanie
Wheeler said there is “no excuse
to deny recreation, cultural and
social opportunities for our future
residents.” She also framed the issue as one of “public trust,” which
has been compromised by the late
addition of housing.
“It’s up to you now to uphold the
integrity of the process,” Wheeler
said.

Palo Alto Chamber of Commerce

LEADERSHIP PALO ALTO

ARE YOU A LEADER?

That argument was counterbalanced on Monday by others,
who argued that recreational and
residential uses are not mutually
exclusive. Former Councilwoman
Gail Price advocated for housing at
Cubberley, particularly for teachers
and public employees. Palo Alto
needs more housing of various
sites, she said, particularly affordable housing, and Cubberley could
be a suitable site, she said.
Stephen Levy, an economist and
member of the nonprofit housing
advocacy group Palo Alto Forward, rejected the notion that adding housing would diminish recreational opportunities.
“As a resident, I see housing for
low-income seniors and teachers and staff as one of the highest
public benefits I can imagine. I
look at those site plans and I see
complementary uses, not competitive uses,” Levy said.
The council struggled to reconcile the different positions and took
three different votes before finally
landing on one that secured majority
support. Council members vacillated between Councilwoman Alison
Cormack’s proposal, which would
have evaluated up to 164 units at
the Cubberley site, and Councilman Tom DuBois’ proposal, which
sought to explore up to 100 units but
specified that these would be at 525
San Antonio Road and the adjacent

site of Greendell School. Underscoring the divisive nature of the housing discussion, Cormack’s motion
prevailed and failed in rapid succession, with Mayor Eric Filseth initially voting to support Cormack’s
motion, allowing it to advance by a
4-3 vote, with DuBois, Lydia Kou
and Greg Tanaka dissenting. He
then called for a revote and voted
against it, killing it.
Cormack noted that over the past
five years, the council has only approved about 6% of its regional
housing allocation for low-income
units. Meanwhile, the city’s existing senior-housing facilities have
waiting lists with hundreds of residents, requiring years of waiting.
“This is about more than zoning.
This is about what kind of a community we will build and who can
be a part of it,” Cormack said.
DuBois countered that the city
has already taken numerous actions to address the housing deficit, including a recent zone change
that created “overlay” districts for
employee housing and below-market-rate housing, allowing developments in these districts to exceed
normal density regulations. The
city also adopted this year a new
“housing incentive program” that
give significant density bonuses to
projects in most commercial areas
— though the new program has yet
to spark any housing developments.
“We recently added a ton of
housing sites in Palo Alto through
our housing incentive programs
and zoning changes,” DuBois said.
“We should expect our demand for
community services to grow.”
Vice Mayor Adrian Fine supported the most ambitious of the four
options on the table, which ranged
from 32 to 164 units. The first two
options, which called for 32 and 64
units, respectively, reserved housing
exclusively for school district staff
on district property. The third option added a building on city property with 68 units, which could be
earmarked for low-income seniors
or city workers, for a total of 112
units. The option with 164 units
added two stories to Cubberley itself, taking it from a two- to a fourstory complex.
Fine, who is one of the council’s staunchest housing advocates,
made the motion for studying the
most ambitious scenario in the environmental analysis before making any decisions on Cubberley.

“To me, the community center
is mostly about the people, frankly. It’s not about buildings, or the
grass or the bike parking. It’s about
the people who can be there and
participate in that space,” Fine said.
After his proposal to modify
DuBois’ proposal by increasing
the number of units failed by a 3-4
vote, the council supported a compromise proposal from Cormack,
which set the limit of units at 112.
The council also agreed to explore
an option proposed by DuBois that
would allow higher density on the
school district sites, potentially to
accommodate all 112 units.
Tanaka, the sole dissenter, argued against including any housing until the council gets a better
understanding of both the school
district’s plans and the impacts of
recreational services on the new
residences.
Even with the council’s agreement, no one is expecting the Cubberley transformation to take place
any time soon. While Cormack
stressed that the community center is dilapidated and needs urgent
repairs, the school district has been
proceeding on a slower pace, with
no meetings on Cubberley scheduled
until this fall (see story on page 10).
Filseth acknowledged that it will
be a long time before anything gets
built. He agreed with Cormack that
Cubberley provides an opportunity
for some housing, particularly for
low-income seniors, but suggested
that there may be better sites on
San Antonio Road for new housing.
He also noted that including housing in the environmental analysis
in no way guarantees that the council will ultimately opt to advance
that option.
Even if it does, funding remains
a major wild card. The redevelopment plan, after all, would cost
hundreds of millions of dollars under any scenario (the most ambitious one has an estimated price tag
of about $800 million) and neither
the city nor the school district has
a funding plan in place. Even so,
Filseth expressed some trepidation
about going big on housing at the
community center site.
“I worry that we got some exuberance here about doing this that
isn’t reflected in the community,”
Filseth said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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learn how to build at cost
650.493.6000

www.venturecdi.com

License #936070

www.1646Madrono.com

1646 Madrono Avenue

Palo Alto
Open Sat & Sun 2:00 - 4:00pm
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Prime North Palo Alto Neighborhood
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Upfront

Plastic
(continued from page 5)

According to a new report from
the Public Works Department, the
purpose of the new laws is to reduce litter and protect the city’s
waterways and environment. While
most plastics are recyclable, small
items like straws and stirrers are
generally not recoverable at the
city’s sorting facility because they
fall through the screens and end up
in landfill, according to the report.
“These items pose waste-management challenges that can persist

in the environment for many years,
causing harm to wildlife and blight
to waterways,” the report states.
“Plastic discards are being found
in rivers, bays, oceans and are a littler nuisance and an environmental hazard to marine animals who
often mistake pieces of plastic for
food.”
In 2013, the council banned
plastic bags from local restaurants
and stores, though the prohibition
exempted produce bags. Last year,
the council also publicly supported
the “Straw Awareness Campaign”
launched by Girl Scout Troop
#60016 to reduce plastic-straw

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (June 3)

Cubberley: The council supported a proposal to hire a consultant to create a
business plan for redevelopment of Cubberley Community Center and agreed
to explore in the environmental analysis housing scenarios with up to 112 units.
Yes: Cormack, DuBois, Filseth, Fine, Kniss, Kou No: Tanaka
Wilton Court: The council allocated $10 million for the 59-unit affordable-housing
development known as Wilton Court at 3705 El Camino Real. Yes: Unanimous

Utilities Advisory Commission (June 5)

Electric supply: The commission discussed the city’s electric supply carbon
accounting methodology. Action: None
Gas leakage: The commission discussed natural gas leakage from the city’s
gas distribution system. Action: None

Architectural Review Board (June 6)

Dealership: The board reviewed a proposal for a Mercedes and Audi dealership
at 1700 and 1730 Embarcadero Road and agreed to continue to the review to a
later date. Yes: Unanimous
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pollution. In an April presentation,
the Girl Scouts emphasized the
impact of straws on marine life,
noting that straws and stirrers are
among the top 10 items of debris
found on beaches.
As part of that monthlong campaign, 37 local restaurants pledged
to provide straws only upon request.
Staff also expects the proposed ban to reduce the level of
contaminants in the city’s green
containers, given that all utensils
from local businesses would now
be compostable. In addition, the
compostable produce bags would
become available to residents to
use as compost bucket liners, the
report states.
Similarly, any grocery store or
farmers market that provides disposable bags for meat or produce
would need to ensure that these
bags are compostable.
The change would come at a cost
to local businesses and, ultimately,
consumers. Public Works staff estimates that a compostable foodware
item costs between 1 and 2 cents
more than the familiar plastic item.
Compostable produce bags are estimated to cost between 9 and 15
cents more per bag than regular
produce bags, the report states.
The ban on disposable foodware
will include some exceptions. The
Public Works director may exempt
a food-service establishment from
the requirements for up to a year
if the business demonstrates that
complying would cause “undue
hardship.” There also will be an

exemption for emergency supplies,
which would have to be approved
by the city manager.
Palo Alto officials have been
conducting outreach, including inperson surveys, emails and phone
calls, to the city’s more than 400
restaurants since December. According to staff, restaurant owners
said they were concerned about
the additional cost of switching
to compostable foodware items.
At the same time, about a third of
respondents said they already use
some compostable foodware and
52% said it would be easy to switch
to compostable items, the Public
Works report states.
The city also received a request
last month from Stanford Health
Care, asking that hospitals be exempted from the new foodware
requirements. In a letter to the city,
Nancy Olson, chief government and
community relations officer at Stanford Health Care, and Sherri Sager,
chief government and community
relations officer at Lucile Packard
Children’s Hospital Stanford, said
that in some cases, they would not
be able to meet the requirements.
“For example, plastic is currently required to properly care
for certain of our patients,” the
May 23 letter states. “Changes to
foodware can be complicated in a
hospital environment, as all potential changes must be evaluated for
patient impact, workplace violence
risk, as well as compliance with
multiple state and federal health
regulations.”

The letter notes that paper straws
do not work for patients who need
to bend them or to drink more
slowly due to their compromised
health and that plastic supplies may
be required to continue to serve
patients during power outages that
impact dishwashers.
Others are cheering the proposed
ban. The environmental advocacy
groups, Clean Water Action and
Clean Water Fund, lauded the city’s
actions and pushed them to go even
further and immediately adopt additional restrictions that Palo Alto
was reserving for later phases.
These include requirements that
local food service establishments
charge for non-reusable cups and
containers, use reusable foodware
for dine-in orders and install dishwashers (the city plans to move
ahead with these in 2021). Palo
Alto also is proposing a third phase
of the ordinance, targeted for 2025,
that would require food service
establishments to supply reusable
foodware for takeout orders.
Reducing single-use products
in food service settings is not only
good for the environment, but is
also good for business, a letter from
the two nonprofits states.
“Participating businesses are
saving thousands of dollars per
year when they implement measures to reduce single-use packaging and transition to reusable food
service,” the letter states. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be e-mailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

Palo Alto

May 29-June 4
Violence related
Arson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Attempted suicide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Elder abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Checks forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Attempted burglary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Auto burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 3
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . 12
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle accident/prop damage. . . . . . . 5
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Sale of drugs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Menlo Park
Violence related
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Threats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle related
Auto burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 4
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vehicle accident/major injury . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Info. case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Juvenile problem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Warrant arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Welfare check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

Channing Avenue, 5/31, 5:51 a.m.;
Attempted suicide.
Thornwood Drive, 5/31, 12:00 p.m.; elder
abuse.
Hamilton Avenue, 5/31, 6:47 p.m.;
battery.
Sand Hill Road, 6/2, 2:44 p.m.; domestic
violence.
Lytton Avenue, 6/2, 9:12 p.m.; battery.
Middlefield Road, 6/2, 9:48 p.m.; arson.
Park Boulevard, 6/3, 7:06 a.m.; child
abuse.
University Avenue, 6/3, 10:11 a.m.; child
abuse.

Menlo Park

700 block Newbridge Street, 5/29, 8:35
a.m.; domestic violence.
1000 block Ringwood Avenue, 5/29,
5:06 p.m.; domestic violence.
220 block Willow Road, 5/31, 7:02 p.m.;
threats.
200 block Van Buren Road, 6/4, 3:10
p.m.; domestic violence.

SUBMITTING
TRANSITIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Palo Alto Weekly’s
Transitions page is devoted
to
b ir t hs,
w e d d in gs,
anniversaries and deaths of
local residents.
Obituaries
for
local
residents are a free editorial
service. The best way to
submit an obituary is through
our Lasting Memories website,
at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
obituaries.
Paid obituaries are also
available and can be arranged
through our adver tising
department by emailing ads@
paweekly.com.
Announcements of a local
resident’s recent wedding,
anniversar y or bir th are
also a free editorial service.
These notices are published
as space is available. Send
announcements to editor@
paweekly.com or P.O. Box
1610, Palo Alto 94302, or fax
to 650-223-7526.

Join our team!
We’re looking for talented,
highly-motivated and dynamic people
Embarcadero Media is an independent multimedia news
organization with over 35 years of providing award-winning
local news, community information and entertainment to the
Midpeninsula.
We are always looking for talented and creative people
interested in joining our efforts to produce outstanding
journalism and results for our advertisers through print and
online.
We currently have the following positions open
for talented and outgoing individuals:
• Advertising Sales/Production Admin Assist the sales and
design teams in the production of online and print advertising.
Tech savvy, excellent communication and keen attention to
detail a must.

• Digital Sales Account Representative Prospect and sell
local businesses in our markets who have needs to brand
and promote their businesses or events using our full-suite
of digital solutions.
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For more information visit:
http://embarcaderomediagroup.com/employment
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www.restorationstudio.com

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

Nancy C. Edebo

• Graphic Designer Creation/production of print and online
ads, including editorial layout, in a fast-paced environment.
Publishing experience and video editing a plus.
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®

450 Cambridge Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94306 | 650.326.8210
PaloAltoOnline.com | TheAlmanacOnline.com | MountainViewOnline.com

December 4, 1932 - March 20, 2019
On March 20, 2019, Nancy C.
Edebo moved on. She was beautiful
and strong in this moment, as she
was in so many moments of her life.
Nancy always loved holding hands,
and she held our hands on this day.
We miss her, already and always.
Nancy was born December
4th, 1932, in Longmeadow,
Massachusetts, to Louise Powers
and Charles Goodwin Carter. She
spent her summers on Cape Cod,
where she loved to dance and sail.
She attended Smith College where
her love of literature deepened. In 1955, Nancy married W.B.
Carnochan; and in 1960 moved from Massachusetts to California.
There she raised four children with love, play and much reading.
As her children grew she began to work at the Peninsula School.
There she organized a learning fair, told the story of the Gunniwolf,
and taught children to delight in science. She was committed to
important issues such as affordable housing and education, and
showed kindness toward those around her.
Nancy married Ralph B. Edebo in 1982 and moved to Sweden,
where she embraced a yet larger family, spending many good years
in Stenungsund, Stockholm and on the beautiful island of Ingmarsö.
Upon Ralph’s retirement, Nancy and Ralph moved to Santa
Barbara, California. There they made a deeply welcoming home
that became a popular destination and meeting place for family
and friends. It was a place where Easter egg hunts, learning to swim,
and hunts through the orange and avocado trees gave meaning and
adventure to family lives.
In the past few years Nancy lived at Kensington Place in Redwood
City, California. She made friends, danced, worried some, ate
dessert, and continued to hold our hands. She was a beloved member
of the Kensington community.
Nancy is survived and deeply missed by her sister, Linda Norton,
her children Lisa (Frank), Sarah (Michael), Peter, and Sibyll
(Rodrigo), Ralph’s children Camilla (Bengt), and Fredrik (Marie),
and their grandchildren Kate, Patrick, Anna, Bodhi, Nicholas,
Sophia, Thomas, Karolina, Matilda, Gabriella, Alexandra, and
Veronica, and a great-granddaughter Lärke. There are many nieces
and nephews who loved Nancy and who will miss her gracious
welcomes.
Family and friends will gather June 30 in Palo Alto, CA to
remember Nancy’s life, and her death.
PAID

OBITUARY
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Editorial

Housing at Cubberley?
Unclear about public sentiment, City Council
compromises and agrees to look at some housing

J

ust three months ago, the emerging conceptual designs for the
redevelopment of the former Cubberley High School site on
Middlefield Road in south Palo Alto were receiving universal
praise for the elegance with which consultants seemed to have accommodated the diverse needs identified by community members
after a series of public brainstorming sessions.
The plan envisioned the phased demolition and rebuilding of
both the former high school buildings and the two adjacent smaller
elementary school sites, Geendell School and the former school
site now leased by Athena Academy fronting on San Antonio
Road.
The concept drawings illustrated how a “shared village” could
be created that would include gyms, swimming pools, a theater, a
health and wellness facility and artist studios in the center, where
they could be shared if and when a new middle or high school
was needed by the school district. Open space could actually be
increased by creating multistory buildings and either an underground or a multistory parking garage. All current uses could be
accommodated. And an unspecified number of subsidized multistory housing units for teachers, seniors or others was also among
the ideas considered in the developing plan.
None of these elements was or has now been fixed in concrete.
They are simply the ones that will be studied as an environmental
impact report is prepared in the months ahead so that the City
Council and school board can make informed judgments on redevelopment options.
Unfortunately, a false narrative began circulating through the
community that housing had been mysteriously sneaked into the
plan when the latest draft was unveiled in May. That triggered a
reaction that quickly led to a conflict between housing advocates,
who are pushing for increased housing in Palo Alto at every opportunity, and those who consider Cubberley a place that should
be exclusively for public use and for whom housing is viewed as
competing with such uses.
Advocates of both views turned out their supporters in force at
Monday night’s City Council meeting, creating an all-too-familiar
“us versus them” atmosphere. It was unnecessary and unproductive conflict and council members struggled to achieve a compromised middle ground. The issue before the council was simply
the scope of what an environmental impact report should study
over the next few months, not whether and how much housing
should ultimately be included in the development. But fears over
imagined trade-offs turned what should have been a universally
applauded plan to be studied into a needless debate. Similarly
untimely was the discussion over whether housing, if ultimately
approved, should be reserved for school teachers, seniors or some
other lower-income group.
In the end, on a 6-1 vote (Greg Tanaka dissenting) the council
decided to study the impacts of building 112 housing units instead
of 164 units, satisfying neither side. But it allows the environmental review process to move forward.
A much more complicated issue, around which everyone is tiptoeing, is the fact that the city only owns 8 acres of the 43 acres
being discussed. Those 8 acres include the tennis courts behind
the buildings and some classrooms. The rest of the property, including all the playing fields and the two contiguous elementary
school sites, are owned by the school district.
Although the district agreed to split most of the cost of the
current master planning process, it declined to pony up its half
of developing a business plan for the redevelopment and has not
explained how it will approach its own review of the overall project. In previous years, the district has steadfastly been unwilling
to relinquish any of its flexibility for reusing the site for school
purposes. That, and the fact the district has been financially benefiting from the millions of dollars in annual lease payments from
the city to use the site as a community center, has caused the district to be less than enthusiastic about committing to any changes.
The City Council and school board have planned a joint study
session in the fall, but it will take far more than that to negotiate
the financial and other terms that will achieve both the district’s
potential future educational needs and the community’s expectations for the site it has enjoyed as a community center for almost
40 years.
We’re worried that all this effort is at risk of going nowhere, as
has happened in previous efforts. The sooner the city and school
district start a mediated public process of negotiating the myriad
of ownership, financial and zoning issues, the more likely that
both agencies will be in a better position to take serious action
when the EIR for this ambitious master plan is completed.
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Guest Opinion
I feel sorry for Stanford University
by Diana Diamond

I

am upset about the
demands Stanford
University is getting. It is being treated
unfairly.
This
renowned
institution wants to
develop 3.5 million
square feet of its land
for new academic
buildings, and faculty
and student housing.
These are big plans; this is the first
expansion in 20 years. But ever
since the project was announced,
all there seems to be are complaints and outstretched hands.
Both Santa Clara and San Mateo
counties, local cities up and down
the Peninsula, and the Palo Alto
school district all want to be compensated for the campus growth
and the way they say it will impact
the area.
So they want money, and lots
of it for a long time. In a letter to
Stanford from San Mateo County
and a host of cities, the ask is for
millions-plus dollars to provide
an evergreen fund of $196 million
for affordable housing, $84 million for road improvements, $15
million for bike and pedestrian
routes, $5 million for storm improvements, plus childcare care
for all employees and students as
just part of their demands. Santa
Clara County is asking for Stanford to build up to 5,699 new
housing units for employees and
student beds, 70% of which would
have to go on campus; no building
in the foothills for 99 years; and
ensuring all that building results
in no net new trips — which suggests spouses living in campus
housing should not leave campus
by auto. I haven’t even gotten to
Palo Alto’s demands — but you
get the idea.
Extortion would be the ugly
word I would use in describing
these requests, but I will politely
say it feels like our cities and
counties are milking this farm for
all its worth. (Note: I worked at
Stanford from 1983 to 1994.)
Stanford, a nonprofit university,
is being asked to do significantly
more than a lot of the for-profit
corporations in Santa Clara and
San Mateo counties — Facebook,
Google, Apple — all of which are
raking in billions in profits but
providing few community benefits, such as housing. Facebook in
Menlo Park is adding 25,000 new
jobs and building 2,500 housing

units. And the idea of
telling a corporation
that it have “no new
auto trips” is never
mentioned. San Jose
just announced a mega
campus of 2.1 million
square feet of office
space and 5 million
square feet in retail —
not a word about any
housing.
Alphabet (the parent company
of Google), headquartered in
Mountain View, raked in $136.8
billion in revenue in 2018 alone.
Stanford doesn’t earn those kinds
of dollars. What irks me is if the
area is beset by traffic and housing problems, the same standards
should be applied to all employers
— not just Stanford. And to me,
Stanford’s undertakings are more
valuable and noble and provide
significantly more public good.
“But Stanford doesn’t pay any
taxes. Therefore, the university
owes us,” some residents say. Partially correct. Hundreds of other
nonprofit schools, churches and
the like don’t pay taxes either —
by state law, which exempts nonprofits with a 501(c)3 status and
has been in existence for years.
I contacted Jean McCown, associate vice president of government
and community relations at the
university, and she said Stanford
does not pay taxes on the core academic lands primarily in the center of campus, and for buildings
dedicated to academic interests,
e.g., student housing is tax exempt.
But all those in faculty housing
pay property taxes on their homes,
just as we residents do, and 45%
of those taxes go to the Palo Alto
school district and a lesser portion
to the City of Palo Alto. Stanford
pays $8.5 million a year for transient occupancy taxes (2016 figures); the Stanford Research Park
collectively pays $69.8 million for
property taxes; Stanford Shopping
Center provides $31.5 million
from sales taxes and $6.2 million
for property taxes, and Stanford’s
annual spending in local communities (including employee salaries
and wages, construction spending
and goods and services) total $5.1
billion, which goes to Santa Clara
and San Mateo counties.
So what else is Stanford providing to local cities and the school
district?
Stanford and the Palo Alto
school district agreed the

university would pay the district
$138 million over 40 years for
the students on campus who do
not live in taxable housing, e.g.,
graduate students and employees. That number has been tabled,
but is flexible and could increase
if there are more students in the
future than planned. McCown
said the university is “still committed to that agreement” with the
district.
In the last 20 years, Stanford
has provided 16,000 housing
units (on campus and at sites such
as Stanford West and Homestead
Terrace) and 70 below-market-rate
units for the public on California
Avenue. It houses all 7,000 undergraduates on campus for their full
four years; it has 9,000 graduate
students — 50% are housed, and
soon that number will increase to
75%.
Stanford gave the city the most
expensive corner in the city —
Page Mill Road at El Camino
Real — to build a soccer field.
Palo Alto has a 55-year lease for
$1/year. Stanford also is leasing to
the city another two sites for two
utility substations — originally for
$1/year but now somewhat higher.
On campus, there are many public
events as well as two free museums (Cantor and the Anderson
Collection). And, of course, there’s
the Dish, where residents hike daily to view the bay and blue skies.
No entrance fee.
Stanford is a precious community asset dedicated to educating
students and providing research in
all fields that affect all our lives.
It’s a treasure we should cherish.
Let’s just be fair to Stanford. Q
Diana Diamond is a longtime
Palo Alto journalist, editor and
a Weekly blogger. You can email
her at dianadiamond@gmail.
com.

SHARE YOUR OPINION
Submit letters to the editor
of up to 300 words to
letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions
of 950 words to editor@
paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime
phone number so we can
reach you. We reserve the
right to edit contributions
for length, objectionable
content, libel and factual
errors known to us.

Peninsula Photo Contest

CAPTURED IN A CLICK

Peninsula Photo Contest winners give exposure to the world around them

M

ore people than ever are capturing images
of the world around them that may have
never come to light if not for advances in
smartphone cameras and other technology, which
now provide photographers more opportunities to
create quality images right from their pockets.
For the second consecutive year, the Palo Alto
Weekly and Palo Alto Art Center have teamed up
to bring exposure to a greater variety of works from
more participants through the revamped Peninsula
Photo Contest.
This year’s competition includes entries from
anyone who works, lives or attends school in or near
the 650 area code, from Daly City to Sunnyvale.
The categories include: Abstract, Portraits, Mo-

ments, the Natural World and Travel, as well as the
new Nocturnal category, which includes images taken between dusk and dawn that reflect a night theme.
The judges reviewed more than 850 images
submitted by 187 adult and youth photographers.
Each of this year’s 12 winning images captures
life and everyday objects from a unique perspective — from the shadow of a fork stretched across
a napkin with a film-noir quality to a rain frog
perched on a leaf in the Andes at night to the documentary-style image of two girls role-playing at
a birthday party.
This year’s contest included an unexpectedly
high number of images taken on smartphones that
were selected as finalists and honorable mentions,

according to the judging panel, which was unaware
throughout the process of which photos had been
taken on professional, high-quality cameras versus
the mobile devices. One of the biggest surprises,
according to the judges, came at the end, when the
they learned that the contest’s Best in Show winner
was shot on an iPhone.
The winning photographs will be on display,
along with 20 honorable-mention images selected
for exhibition, at the Palo Alto Art Center, 1313
Newell Road through June 23.
Read on to learn more about the photographers
and the ideas and feelings they hoped to convey
through their work. Q
— Linda Taaffe

ABSTRACT
JUDGE’S COMMENTS
One of the things I love about the abstract category is the immense amount of creativity that comes
through from photographers as they interpret the
world in unique ways. From applying techniques
like multiple exposures and inverting negatives,
or experimenting with how light and shadow fill a
frame — abstract photography has a way of making
us see the world a little differently.
It was a delight to see Laurie Naiman’s approach
of photographing a fork and napkin on a countertop
interpreted into a noir-like image, which had me
dwelling on it for quite some time. From the sharp
angles of light hitting the counter to the slightly sinister shadow cast by the fork — the image conveys
a sense of mystery and suspense.
Scheidt’s image was also a unique capture of a
regular object. At first glance, one does not quite
know what they are looking at: Is it a mural of a
perfectly sunlit sky filled with clouds or a window
of some sort? Only after staring at it for some time,
did I realize it was a light fixture perfectly framed
from beneath looking above. I love how this image
surprised me and how it invites us to pay more attention to everyday objects.
— Veronica Weber
(continued on next page)

ADULT WINNER

‘Hitchcock’s Fork’
by Laurie Naiman
“I captured this with my
iPhone while waiting for dinner
at an outdoor cafe in Mountain
View. It was sundown, and I was
attracted by the strong shadows
cast by the fork on the napkin.
The monochrome and ‘noir’ rendition was created in post-processing. This evoked the title.”

YOUTH WINNER

‘Light’
by Clara Montero Scheidt
“This photo was a bit of an experiment
because it was simply
a light on a wall —
but something about
the perspective of this
photo is unique and
makes it appear less
like a light on a wall
and rather a light in
the middle of the sky.”
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TRAVEL

Peninsula Photo Contest

JUDGE’S COMMENTS
ADULT WINNER

‘Waiting Patiently’
by Dan Fenstermacher

YOUTH WINNER

‘Amer Fort’
by Sahana Singh
“‘Amer Fort’
shows the strength
of women in India.
They are the backbone of Indian
society.”

PORTRAIT

“A woman looks
peacefully into the abyss
of the ocean in a still and
contemplative glance
while bathed in early evening sunlight as people
around her create movement in all directions in
Asilah, Morocco.”

What Dan Fenstermacher shows us in “Waiting Patiently”
is his masterful skill in perfecting a perfect compelling, dynamic composition. He has put form above content. His images have his strong voice: One that displays the dynamism
of the relationship between forms and figures, a balance of
elements and a wonderful interplay of color. A touch of blue
in the shirt of the central figure echoes the blue sky and little
of bit of blue sea in the right corner. At the same time, there
is a sense of place that is revealed subtly, in the air, in the
sea and in the atmosphere of the photograph.
Sahana Singh’s colorful image uses the relationships of
figures to reinforce her message of three strong Indian
women. The juxtaposition of the women, two making eye
contact and one hidden behind her hand and head scarf, use
form to reinforce their women power. How wonderful that
they are even more striking because of the simple textured
walls and arch that frame them. Form, again, becomes a
forceful conveyor of message.
— Margo Davis

JUDGE’S COMMENTS
ADULT WINNER

‘Nick&Nancy’
by Terrance McLarnan
“This image was made from
two separate ones to create
this third image. I was deeply
touched by the deep sadness
in this child’s eyes when we
met; I used the second image to heighten how our culture turns its back on sadness
and the bleak internal life it
creates.”
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There are so many elements that go into making an unforgettable portrait: layers of meaning and mystery. Terrence
McLarnan has sandwiched two separate images to conjure
mystery. The tragic emotion on the face of the child is compelling and moving by itself. However, that emotion is reinforced by an undefined figure turning his/her back on this
child. The added element strengthens the impact. Terrance
McLarnan’s message is strong, inescapable.
Jacqueline Irvin calls out to us through a double exposure.
She has combined a portrait of a friend with a separate image of cobblestones. The mystery is evoked and the mood
elevated in the mixture of elements through double exposure. Sometimes each image on its own is uninteresting and
poorly composed: The combination has potential to create
an extra special impact. There is much undefined in this
image — a mysterious element — that adds another layer
of power.
— Margo Davis

YOUTH WINNER

‘Hidden Portrait’
by Jacqueline Irvin
“‘Hidden Portrait” was
created through a double exposure of a cobblestone road
and a photo of my friend. It
was inspired by a project to
explore the relationship between nature and portraits of
people’s faces through double
exposures.”

MOMENTS

Peninsula Photo Contest

JUDGE’S COMMENTS
ADULT WINNER

‘Waiting’
by Deborah Lord

NOCTURNAL

“‘Waiting’ is a documentary-style image made by observing, setting up and waiting
for the right moment during a
child’s birthday party. I loved
this moment because I think
it is relatable to parents who
have also waited and shows a
sweet childhood moment of
role-playing ‘parent.’”

“Waiting” is a delightful moment; it captures, with great
irony, the subtle game of two girls role-playing. I love the
posture of the girl in high heels, made even more dramatic
by her wings. Even if we don’t see her face, we can imagine
her expression. It’s the kind of image that makes us love
photography for helping us make an emotional connection
and preserve a fleeting, timeless moment for life.
“In Passing” is a very different and interesting image, defined by movement and color. It has a very gritty, urban feel
to it and I love the way the colors match and alternate: the
yellow jacket and the moving blond hair, the greens of the
skateboard the coat, the red/browns of the car and the building behind. All connected through movements and lines.
— Federica Armstrong

YOUTH WINNER

‘In Passing’
by Katie Chan Firtch
“This shot was taken on an
iPhone SE in San Francisco
from inside a store. I managed
to capture it before the scene
elapsed mere seconds after. To
me, ‘In Passing’ is but a single
frame of the ever-turning roll
of film called life. From the
mundane to the supernatural,
from the ordinary to extraordinary, it is the acknowledgement of the small
moments in life that make our world go round.”

JUDGE’S COMMENTS
Geoffrey Brooks’ “Pristimantis Rain Frog At Night” image is a beautifully lit
capture of a rain frog sitting still against a pitch-black nighttime backdrop. The
soft diffused light of flash envelopes the creature, highlighting its vibrant colors of
rust orange, light green and earth brown and its delicate leopard-like pattern on its
arms and belly. I especially loved the composition of this image which was taken at
a slightly lower level so that the animal sits poised above the photographer, leaving
the viewer to truly appreciate the creature’s distinct features.
William Sawrey’s “Oh So Shiny And Bright,” photograph is another stunning image. A long exposure of the glittering Milky Way rises in the background above the
gnarled trees and bushes in
the foreground. I believe
Sawrey must have shined
a light along the vegetation
in the foreground, which
frames the trees against the
stars perfectly and is a brilliant capture of the beauty
of the wild places away
from city lights.
— Veronica Weber
(continued on next page)

ADULT WINNER

YOUTH WINNER

‘Pristimantis
Rain Frog On Leaf’

‘Oh So Shiny
and Bright’

by Geoffrey Brooks

by William Sawrey

“This beautiful rain frog
was found on a late-night hike
in the foothills of the Ecuadorian Andes. I used a heavily
diffused off-camera flash with
a reflector to try to highlight
the rich color and texture of
its skin.”

“‘Oh So Shiny and Bright’
was taken near the summit of
Mauna Kea volcano in Hawaii
using a long exposure and
light painting to illuminate the
foreground as to enhance the
contrast with the overarching
core of the Milky Way.”
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NATURAL WORLD

Peninsula Photo Contest

YOUTH WINNER

“Preening
Puffin”
by Sebastian Velasquez
“Amid the chaos of birds swimming and fishing in the water and
flying back and forth, I spotted
this secluded puffin in a moment
of stillness, preening its feathers.
I felt like I was getting a glimpse
into a private moment.”

JUDGE’S COMMENTS

ADULT WINNER | BEST IN SHOW

Timing and perspective are two of the major
components to creating a compelling image and
Debbie Cooper captured both in her photograph
“Seagull Side-Eye.” It gave new meaning to the
phrase, “a bird’s-eye view” and stood out from the
rest of the entries with its moody film-noir feel.
“Preening Puffin” stood out not only with its
striking contrast between light and dark but also
with its wonderful glimpse into the simple moments of nature.
— John Todd

‘Seagull Side-Eye’
by Debbie Cooper
“I captured this bold crow with
my Iphone 8Plus on live mode,
enabling me to select the decisive moment when the seagull
appears to be expressing annoyance at the crow’s approach.”
(See photo on cover.)

Peninsula Photo Contest judges
FEDERICA ARMSTRONG

JOHN FREEMAN TODD

Federica Armstrong is an editorial and commercial
photographer working with many nonprofit
organizations in the Bay Area. Her skills include
traditional documentary photography, environmental
portraiture and event photography. She is the
founder of the Palo Alto Photography Forum, a
lecture series that features prominent photographers
and promotes conversations on current issues
through visual storytelling. Armstrong’s latest project,
“In Plain Site,” which focuses on Silicon Valley
Superfund Sites, was published in the New York
Times Lens Blog in 2018.

John Freeman Todd has been a professional
photographer for more than 25 years. Since 1996, he
has been the team photographer for Major League
Soccer’s San Jose Earthquakes. He also owns
International Sports Images (isiphotos.com), the
official photography supplier to the U.S. Men and
Women’s soccer teams, Stanford Athletics and the
former Maverick’s Big Wave Surfing contest. You can
see his work on his website: johntodd.com

MARGO DAVIS
Margo Davis is a fine art photographer with many
published books and a long teaching career. She
teaches intermittently for the Stanford Continuing
Studies Program. Her work is represented in
individual as well as major museum collections,
including Cantor Arts Center, Stanford University,
San Francisco MOMA, Bibliotheque Nationale and
Brooklyn Museum. You can see her work on her
website: margodavisphoto.com

VERONICA WEBER
Veronica Weber is a staff photographer and
videographer at the Palo Alto Weekly where she has
spent more than 10 years covering communities
along the Midpeninsula. In her spare time, Veronica
enjoys taking long hikes and photographing the
Bay Area’s abundant nature. Her work has been
recognized by the California Newspaper Publisher’s
Association and the Peninsula Press Club.
SEE MORE ONLINE
All of the winning photos, plus additional ones chosen
for exhibition, have been posted at
bit.ly/2019PeninsulaPhotoContest.

About the cover: “Seagull Side-Eye” by Debbie Cooper won Best in Show at the 2019 Peninsula
Photo Contest.

Thank you to our Peninsula Photo Contest sponsors
The Palo Alto Weekly, Palo Alto Online, Palo Alto Art Center, The Six Fifty and Palo Alto Photo Forum
sponsored this year’s Peninsula Photo Contest. The Best In Show winner was awarded $500 and adult and
youth winners were awarded $100 each. Adult winners also received vouchers to a lecture series by the Palo
Alto Photo Forum. All winners received memberships to the Palo Alto Art Center.
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Experience a new
outdoor summer series
with the SF Symphony
at Stanford’s Frost
Amphitheater.

JULY 10, 13, 14

Let’s
take
this
outside

Dan Smith
Associate Principal Bass

BUY TICKETS
sfsymphony.org/frost
415.864.6000
SECOND CENTURY
PARTNER

SEASON PARTNERS

Offical Media Partner

SF Symphony at
Frost Amphitheater
Presented by Stanford Live
Sunglasses by Zenni Optical

Inaugural Partner

Official Airline
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Keeping the
in community theater
Dragon Theatre, Fuse Theatre and
Broadway By the Bay make the Downtown
Redwood City arts scene lively this June

W

hile a decade or so ago
the sign in downtown
Redwood City proclaiming “Theatre District” may
have seemed a stretch, these days,
Broadway Street (appropriately
enough) is hopping, not only with
patrons of the Century 20 cinema
but plenty of real live theater as
well. It’s not easy being an artist on the uber-expensive Peninsula, but Dragon Productions
Theatre Company, Fuse Theatre
and Broadway By the Bay have
a busy summer ahead, including
innovative new works, a splashy
musical and some intercompany
collaborations.
“Redwood City has recently
emerged as (a) hub for arts and
culture on the Peninsula,” Mayor
Ian Bain told the Weekly. “I’m
proud of the many creative people
in our community who are bringing these theatrical productions
to life.”
Here’s a peek at what’s going
on with these companies this
month:

Redwood City Play
Festival: Dragon
Theatre, Fuse Theatre
Dragon Theatre, known for
its quirky programming and intimate, intelligent productions,
has teamed up with Fuse Theatre
(also based in Redwood City) to
co-produce the inaugural Redwood City Play Festival, taking
place June 8-16. The event will
be based at the Dragon’s space
on Broadway but also incorporate some other locales around
downtown.
Fuse Theatre, founded in 2015,
is dedicated to offering inclusive,
socially responsible theater in
various venues throughout the
community, often in an educational context, and in partnership
with nonprofits and arts groups
of all kinds, including music and
dance.
“I always say we’re a nomadic

company. We take theater out into
the communities and do theater
with the community,” Founding
Artistic Director Stacey Ardelean
said.
This year’s production, titled
“Gender Shorts,” revolves around
three one-act plays exploring the
theme of gender: “Because I
Went There,” by Hedi Flores (a
Dragon board member and Fuse
ensemble member); “Never Swim
Alone,” by Daniel MacIvor; and
Leanna Keyes’ “Legal-Tender
Loving Care.”
“One-acts are a great format to
engage with an issue or a theme
in a very intense way without
exhausting the audience and becoming tiresome and didactic,”
Dragon Co-Artistic Director Max
Koknar said.
Fuse received a CA$H grant
from Theatre Bay Area to write
“Because I Went There,” which
centers around a sexual-assault
case involving a promising young
athlete, and approaches the story
from a feminist point of view,
Flores said. The idea for the festival came about when Ardelean
approached Dragon about staging
“Because I Went There” (which
she is directing) and Koknar suggested pairing it with others on
the “gender” theme.
“Never Swim Alone” takes
a darkly satirical look at toxic,
competitive masculinity, and
was suggested by Dragon regular
Nate Card, who is also directing
the production.
“Legal-Tender Loving Care”
focuses on public gender presentation and a story of two young
trans people falling in love, director Kieran Beccia told the
Weekly.
“Leanna’s script beautifully
explores how presentation affects
outside perception and questions
around recognition and disclosure of transgender identity,” they
said.
“We’re finally reaching a point,
culturally, where trans people can
tell our own stories on our own
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Kimberly Wadycki

by Karla Kane

Filip Hofman, Audrey Del Prete and Daniel Zafer-Joyce perform in “Never Swim Alone,” one of three
one-act plays included in “Gender Shorts” at the Dragon Theatre.
terms. We’re not side characters or tokens. We can share our
truths, our lived experiences, our
fears, our dreams,” writer Keyes
explained. The one-act structure,
she said, “is focused, tight, and
gets right to saying what it wants
to say. Anyone seeing a one-act
can engage directly with the big
ideas the artists present — there’s
no filter.”
Pop-up visual-art exhibitions,
talks and live music (at local restaurants Cyclismo, The Bap and
Kasa, plus public installation site
Art Kiosk) relating to the themes
of the plays and held during the
festival weekend will round out
the event.
“We are as interested in engaging the community and bringing
other artists during that (first)
weekend,” Ardelean said. “It’s
more than the experience in the
theater; it will continue outside
the theater as well.”

‘Grease’:
Broadway by the Bay
Down the street at the historic
Fox Theatre, Broadway By the
Bay is taking audiences on a trip
back to 1959 with its production
of “Grease,” the classic musical
full of teenage romance, sock
hops, fast cars and beauty-school
dropouts.
“Grease,” Broadway By the
Bay’s Executive Artistic Director
(and show director) Alicia Jeffrey
said, was a natural choice for a
start-of-summer musical, with
its undeniably catchy score taking influence from early rock ‘n’
rollers and doo-wop groups, plus

all the retro-fun inherent in 1950s
imagery.
“The summer always just feels
very light and music-driven,” she
said. “‘Grease’ really fit that bill
perfectly.”
The plot follows Rydell High
School’s Class of 1959, most notably the two coolest cliques in
school: the Burger Palace Boys
and the Pink Ladies. Innocent
new girl Sandy is taken under
the Pink Ladies’ collective wing
and reveals that she had a hot romance with none other than top
Burger Palace Boy Danny. Summer lovin’ had them a blast, but
when Danny is unexpectedly reunited with his love, he’s embarrassed in front of his “bad-boy”
buddies. Sandy and Danny, along
with their friends and classmates,
alternately break up and make up,
examine their identities as they
make their way toward adulthood, and, of course, sing and
dance about it all.
In some ways, the gleefully
campy “Grease” may make an
interesting complement to the
gender-themed play festival happening in the same neighborhood.
The show has taken heat in the
#MeToo era for some dreaded
“locker-room talk” and other
lines that haven’t aged well. Jeffrey said she hasn’t felt pressured
to censor or omit anything from
the script, noting that it’s a period
piece with dialogue appropriate
to its adolescent context.
“We try not to give a lot of
weight to a lot of those phrases
because it would have been said
as casually as we’re talking right
now about anything,” she said. “It
deals with topics that are a little

touchy, like teen pregnancy, but to
be honest, that feels not even that
racy nowadays,” she said.
“We’ve also taken the position
that the women of the show have
a little bit more power than in
some productions of ‘Grease,’”
she added. It’s not so much about
Sandy changing herself to attract
a guy, she said, but rather exploring her identity.
“For Sandy, she’s grappling
with her own issues of the facade
that she puts on as a ‘good girl’
that might be a little exaggerated
for who she really is,” she said.
“It all ties back to that rebellion
culture. It’s really about experimentation and pushing against
the grain.”
There’s a special quality about
actor Kylie Abucay, Jeffery said,
“that embodies all these elements
of who Sandy is.”
Abucay, a Daly City resident
who, when not on stage as Sandy,
is a nursing student and children’s musical theater and dance
teacher, is a Broadway By the Bay
veteran, having performed in the
ensemble in several productions.
For Alex Alvarez, a waiter by
day who commutes from Concord to San Francisco to Redwood City and back again, the
role of Danny in “Grease” marks
his debut with the company.
Alvarez originally tried out for
the role of Danny’s best friend
Kenickie, having been cast in that
role before in a production that
ultimately didn’t happen. Jeffrey,
though, saw him as leading-man
material.
“He would have been a phenomenal Kenicke as well ... but
sometimes you just see something

Arts & Entertainment
cultural turning point, with the
introduction of rock ‘n’ roll,”
Jeffrey mused. “It’s a flashpoint
people can attach to.”

Youth program:
Dragon Productions
Theatre Company,
Broadway By the Bay

Courtesy of Broadway By the Bay

Alex Alvarez and Kylie Abucay star as Danny and Sandy in
Broadway By the Bay’s production of “Grease.”
and think, ‘this is the guy that can
lead this whole story,’” she said.
Abucay and Alvarez both
named the drive-in scene, in
which Sandy and Danny have an
ill-fated date, as one of their favorite moments in the show. Not
only does it give them the chance
to flex their teen-angst acting
skills, but new backing-vocal arrangements with stellar harmonies (original to Broadway By the

Bay’s version) make the moment
extra special.
There was only a 12-year window between the musical’s 1959
setting and its premiere in 1971.
How was it able to capture such
nostalgia for a not-so-distant past
(it seems doubtful, for instance,
that a 2007-set musical would
engender much nostalgia today)?
The 1950s “feel very stylistically specific. It really was a

With Broadway By the Bay’s
focus on big musicals and Dragon’s mission to showcase lesserknown, intimate and out-of-thebox gems, plus a shared interest
in fostering educational theater
opportunities, the two companies
have decided to collaborate on
a year-round youth theater program, starting this summer with
classes for children and teens.
“Our friends at Dragon are literally a half block away. We’ve
had an education program for
three years and they’ve been
wanting to start one. By partnering with them, it strengthens all

our abilities,” Jeffrey said. “Part
of the struggle of nonprofit theater is everything is getting more
expensive. Real estate, labor, with
the cost of doing business escalating, the best strategy, we think, is
to lock arms and try to tackle the
challenges together, to support
each other.”
Alika Spencer-Koknar, Dragon
co-artistic director, agreed.
“We’re really excited to be joining forces,” she said.
“It’s great to be able to know
you are partnering with another
theater company rather than competing,” Jeffrey said, acknowledging that Broadway By the
Bay and Dragon have different
core patrons.
“If you have a community that
values theater, they’re going to
see more theater. The more that
we can support each other and be
communal in those efforts, the
better for everyone.” Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.

What: Redwood City Play
Festival: “Gender Shorts.”
Where: Dragon Productions
Theatre Company, 2120
Broadway St., Redwood City
(plus satellite venues near the
theater).
When: June 8-16.
Cost: $75 for full day pass;
$35 for two-show ticket.
Info: fusetheatre.org/
projects/rwc-festival/.
What: “Grease.”
Where: Fox Theatre, 2215
Broadway St., Redwood City.
When: Weekends, June 7-23.
Cost: $44-$66.
Info: broadwaybythebay.org.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

For more arts and entertainment
coverage, go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
arts.

SUMMER2019

Liberal Arts & Sciences
Featured Summer Courses:
A Crash Course in Artificial Intelligence • Revolutions in Art: The Shock of the New
Smart Fiction of the Jazz Age: Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Wharton, and Others
Scorsese and De Niro: A Cinematic Collaboration • Demystifying the Middle East
Civil Liberties and Rights Guaranteed by the US Constitution: An Introduction
Stanford Continuing Studies offers a broad range of on-campus
and online courses in liberal arts & sciences, creative writing, and
professional & personal development. All adults are welcome to attend.

Most classes begin the week of June 24. Enroll today!

Learn more and register: continuingstudies.stanford.edu
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Selling Your Home?
'LYHLQWRWKH%HQHƓWVRI
2XU6XPPHU6SODVK3URJUDP
Sellers will receive all of our top-notch services, including:
• A dedicated, salaried professional interior
designer
• Free staging, property inspection, pest
inspection, and field coordinator work
• Professional photography
• Professional, narrated videos and TV
commercials
• Online marketing
• Full-page advertisements in local
newspapers
• Advertisments to the Chinese and Indian
communities
• Open houses with extended hours and
gourmet treats

• Legal advice from experienced real estate
attorneys
• Michael Repka’s personalized attention and
strategy
• DeLeon Realty 3% ethical model*

Sign up by June 10th to join our Summer Splash
program! Call Michael Repka at 650.900.7000
to find out why DeLeon Team is the #1 choice in
Silicon Valley.
*When a DeLeon listing agent receives and accepts an offer from a
DeLeon buyer agent, DeLeon Realty will waive 100% of the buyer’sside commission. Our unique 3% Ethical Model has saved our sellers
over $6 million since April 2017.

M i c h a e l R e p k a | M a n a g i n g B r o k e r | 6 5 0 . 9 0 0 . 7 0 0 0 | m i c h a e l @ d e l e o n r e a l t y. c o m | D R E # 0 1 8 5 4 8 8 0
D e L e o n R e a l t y | w w w . d e l e o n r e a l t y. c o m / s u m m e r s p l a s h | D R E # 0 1 9 0 3 2 2 4
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Eating Out
Ready for takeoff
Flights’ food and drink trios are gimmicky, but fun
Story by Monica Schreiber | Photos by Veronica Weber

T

he Mountain View Flights
was the fourth to land in
the Bay Area in less than
18 months, following rapid-fire
launches in Campbell, Los Gatos and Burlingame. Fasten your
seat belts, ladies and gentlemen,
the next stop is Las Vegas. The
world capital of concept eateries
is the obvious next destination for
this fast-growing chain, built on
the notion that comfort food and
classic cocktails are more fun in
threes.
Aviation-themed and over-thetop, Flights is as gimmicky as it
is cacophonous. The servers sport
pilot uniforms and there’s a call
button on your table to summon
them. It is a fun kind of gimmicky, though, and my visits to
the 7-month-old Mountain View
location were mostly enjoyable.
Ultimately, it is more economy
plus than first class, but the threeis-better-than-one premise can
make for an entertaining evening.
Flights is piloted by Sweden
native and one-time pro hockey
player Alexander Hult and his
wife Sarah, a former Miss Nevada.
Hult was drafted by the San Jose
Sharks in 2003 but was derailed
by an injury before he could officially join the team. He previously
ran an eponymous fine-dining

restaurant in Los Gatos. The couple has high-flying ambitions for
their growing empire, envisioning
Flights in cities and airports (of
course!) around the country. The
Vegas outpost, set to open later
this month, will seat 300.
The prime location at the corner
of Castro and California streets,
previously occupied by Shiva’s,
now does a good impression of
an airport bar, with loud — much
too loud — music most evenings.
TV screens, usually tuned to
sports, flash aggressively from
every corner of the dining room.
Uncomfortable metal chairs call
to mind coach seating for a longhaul flight. But you can’t help but
smile once your epaulet-wearing
server presents the full-color,
photo-adorned menu.
It is all way more Vegas than
Valley. And it seems remarkable that such a brash, decidedly
American concept sprang from
the mind of someone from Scandinavia, known for clean-lined
restraint.
A few months ago, the Hults
hired a new executive chef, Kyle
Kingrey, to elevate and expand
their initial menu, which had been
tilted more toward all-American
bar bites. The result is a mix of
middlebrow comfort food, some

trendy ethnic-fusion and cocktail
standards. There are a solid number of vegetarian and vegan selections. While the food ranges from
tasty to terrible, the adult beverage
portion of the experience is what
distinguishes Flights. There are at
least as many cocktails as food selections on the menu.
The varied flavors and cute
glasses definitely triple the fun
of a pre-meal cocktail. I enjoyed
a potent, whiskey-forward Manhattan flight (orange, classic and
chocolate) and, during another
visit, the Old Fashioned flight
(orange, classic and “bold”)
(both $19). The pours were generous and the flavors on point. A
cocktail flight adds up to about
one and a half typical drink servings. A flight of “first class reds”
($19) came with a card detailing
the vintages and offering hints
on what notes and finishes you
might experience as you sip each
wine. It was a nice touch and
made for a fun, mini wine-tasting
experience.
To accompany the wines, I
chose the prime New York strip
steak with creamed spinach and
homemade steak sauce ($32),
one of Flights’ four “shareable
entrees.” The 12-ounce steak arrived medium well, rather than

The New York strip steak at Flights is served with creamed spinach, steak sauce, chimichurri and a salad.
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The mojito flight features strawberry, watermelon and classic flavors.
the medium rare I had requested,
a surprise given that I was one of
just a handful diners in the restaurant early on a Sunday evening
and the kitchen likely was only
working on a few orders.
That said, my attentive server
noticed my steak was overcooked and quickly volunteered
a re-do. The medium rare steak
that came back was tender and
nicely seasoned, accompanied
by a small, lightly dressed green
salad. The creamed spinach was
served more as a condiment than
a proper side (there was far more
steak sauce than spinach). This
was too bad because I wanted
more of that spinach and bechamel decadence.
A meatless but oh-so-meaty
Beyond beef slider ($6) from
the “bites” portion of the menu
was a larger-than-average slider
slathered with an avocado spread,

pickled onions and pepperoncini. The French fry flight ($14)
was ideal for sharing (not all the
flights are), with three baskets of
piping hot but unremarkable fries:
sweet and smoky, sea salt and
truffle. The truffle version was
the most flavorful. The other two
were barely distinguishable from
each other.
The dips and pita flight ($12)
offered creamy hummus, smoky
baba ganoush and a tangy tzatziki
along with fresh, thick pieces of
pita. This was a winner. Not so
much the ceviche flight ($16). The
tuna ceviche was edible, barely.
The salmon and shrimp versions
were not: heavy on the onion,
light on the seafood (which was
mushy anyway) and bathed in a
cloying tomato sauce that tasted
like something from a can.
I had high hopes for the mac
and cheese flight (plain, truffle,

Aviation-themed decor at Flights, which opened in Mountain View
in October.

Eating
Flights, 800 California St.,
Mountain View; 650-386-6424
flightsrestaurants.com
Hours: Monday- Tuesday,
11:30 a.m to 9 p.m.;
Wednesday-Thursday.
11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Friday 11:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.;
Saturday 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.;
Sunday 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Amanda Burney, a bartender at Flights in Mountain View, serves a
trio of frozen margaritas (classic, prickly pear and strawberry).
bacon; $18), but was a little underwhelmed. The presentation was
delightful: three cute little skillets
served atop a long wooden board.
But the skillets were deceptively
shallow and three petite servings
of what turned out to be rather
bland macaroni did not add up to
$18 worth of cheese and pasta.
The dessert menu seems inspired by TGI Fridays with a hint
of The Cheesecake Factory. To
wit: the “macaron payload,” ($12)

an only-in-America cookie and
ice cream extravaganza that again
had me marveling at the fact that
Flights is the brainchild of a Swede.
As someone who enjoys culinary variety and routinely makes
a meal from the appetizer portion
menus, I love the concept here,
even if I did not love everything I
tried. Note that it is easy to overorder, especially as some flights
are not all that shareable with
parties larger than three. Expect







Credit cards
Reservations
Happy hour
Takeout
Outdoor
seating

Parking: Street or
public garage
Alcohol: Full bar

We Give Thanks to God
for our Music Makers
I will sing to
the LORD
as long as
I live.
Psalm 104:33,
NRSV

Sunday, June 9
10:45 am
• Chancel Choir and soloists
• Handbell Choir
• Fiume di Muisca

Bathroom: Good
Noise level: Very
loud

First United Methodist Church of Palo Alto
625 Hamilton, Downtown Palo Alto, www.ﬁrstpaltoalto.com

to pay at least $60 per person at
dinner if you have a cocktail or
wine flight. It is easy to spend
more. Note the 4% service charge
is added to each bill to cover minimum wage increases.
A generous happy hour runs
from 3 to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday and would be a good opportunity for a test flight. Q
Freelance writer Monica
Schreiber can be emailed at
monicahayde@yahoo.com.

ShopTalk

Local food & retail happenings

FARMERS MARKET GOES YEARROUND ... After four decades of
running as a seasonal market, the
Downtown Palo Alto Farmers
Market will now stay open yearround. The market’s all-volunteer
board of directors made the
change for a host of reasons,
including increasing market
competition and a need to remain
financially stable, according to
board President Bob McDiarmid. In
a survey of vendors and customers
last year, they found that they were
losing about a quarter of those
customers who wouldn’t return
when the Saturday-morning market
reopened in May, McDiarmid said.
Another main driver was figuring
out how to sustain a longtime
practice of donating proceeds to
Palo Alto senior services nonprofit
Avenidas. (Members of the
Avenidas board and staff founded
the market in 1981 after downtown
Palo Alto lost its last grocery store.)
The market, which became an
independent nonprofit in 1986,
now donates about $20,000 a year
to Avenidas. This year, the market
will close for just two weeks around
Christmas but otherwise will stay
open year-round. They plan to
bring in more local prepared foods,
including an Indian eatery and
dim sum stand, and are planning
to offer cooking demos and other
events. The Downtown Palo Alto
Farmers Market is located on
Gilman Street between Hamilton
and Forest avenues. It’s open on
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to noon.
— E.K.

RUMBLE BOXING COMING
DOWNTOWN ... Rumble Boxing
fitness studio is preparing to bring
its high-energy workout program
to downtown Palo Alto this fall.
The company hasn’t confirmed an
official opening date yet, but there
already are job listings posted
on LinkedIn seeking fitness
instructors, and “Coming Soon”
signs are hanging outside the
center’s soon-to-be new home in
a 6,518-square-foot groundfloor
space at 611 Emerson St.
Founded in New York City in 2016,
the fitness studio has quickly
gained attention (and a roster of
celebrity clients, including Justin
Bieber and Sylvester Stallone)
for its use of lights and music to
evoke a nightclub-like atmosphere
during workouts: Its trainers also
serve as DJs during classes.
According to the company’s
website, the studio uses waterfilled punching bags in the shape
of teardrops, which reportedly
reduce stress on joints. The highenergy, high-intensity classes
incorporate shadow boxing,
punching bags and strengthening
exercises during 45-minute
sessions aimed for a range of skill
and ability levels. Palo Alto will be
the company’s second Bay Area
location. It opened a studio in San
Francisco last fall. —M.H.
MAUM WINS FIRST MICHELIN
STAR ... Maum, which brought
modern, high-end Korean dining
the Peninsula last summer, has
won its first Michelin star, joining

a small but growing group of
South Bay restaurants with the
sought-after culinary distinction.
Michelin announced the stars
on Monday night in Huntington
Beach for the company’s
inaugural California guide. In
a tweet, Michelin described
Maum as “heartfelt, precise, and
focused.” Husband-and-wife
team Michael and Meichih Kim,
who both previously cooked at
Michelin-starred restaurants,
lead the kitchen. Maum was
first a private dining space, then
opened to the public last July.
Anonymous Michelin inspectors
said that Maum, which means
“from the heart” in Korean,
creates an “incredibly exciting
dining experience.” The kitchen
is fueled by a private farm in Los
Altos Hills where the chefs work
with a farmer to grow hard-tofind Korean produce for dishes
such as kkakdugi brisket rice
and abalone porridge. At Maum,
which is open just for dinner four
nights a week, diners eat at a
long, wooden communal table
that accommodates 16 people.
With the 2019 guide, Palo Alto is
now home to three Michelin stars:
Maum, Protégé and Baumé.
—E.K.
Compiled by the Weekly staff; this
week written by Elena Kadvany
and Maya Homan. Got leads on
interesting and news-worthy retail
developments? The Weekly will
check them out. Email shoptalk@
paweekly.com.
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Movies

Japanese production company
that created the Godzilla franchise, to make a full-length motion picture. They then took the
project to Los Angeles’ Legendary Pictures — a big fan of the
Godzilla franchise — and decided to make a trilogy that included
2014’s “Godzilla,” which boosted
the career of director Gareth Edwards and grossed $529.1 million
worldwide.
“Producing is a multi-faceted
role. And sometimes you’re involved with everything, sometimes you’re involved with certain things, and sometimes you’re
in and out of things quite a bit,”
said Rogers, who has worked on
a diverse slate of projects during his career, including “Men
in Black” and the 3D production
“Race for Atlantis.”
“I think I’ve been all things

‘Monster’ producer

Mountain View’s Brian Rogers talks about reviving ‘Godzilla’

Courtesy of Brian Rogers

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
Aladdin (PG) ++ Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Avengers: Endgame (PG-13) +++1/2 Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Bend of the River (1952) (Not Rated)

Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

The Biggest Little Farm (PG)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Booksmart (R)

ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.

Dark Phoenix (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Echo in the Canyon (PG-13)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Godzilla: King of the Monsters (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
John Wick: Chapter 3 - Parabellum (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Ma (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Non-Fiction (R) +++

Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Photograph (PG-13)

Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Pokemon Detective Pikachu (PG) ++ Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Rocketman (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

The Secret Life of Pets 2 (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
The Souvenir (R)
The White Crow (R)

Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Winchester ‘73 (1950) (Not Rated)

Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241) tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
tinyurl.com/Century20
CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
(For information: 493-0128) tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
(For recorded listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
ShowPlace Icon: 2575 California St. #601, Mountain View
tinyurl.com/iconMountainView
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org
Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web
at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding
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the Mountain View High School
alum told the Weekly before a
special screening of “King of the
Monsters” at the ShowPlace Icon
in Mountain View last week.
Rogers’ vision for updating
Godzilla has paid off so far. With
“King of Monsters” finished, he
is currently working on the third
Godzilla picture “Godzilla vs.
Kong,” set for release in 2020.
Rogers said he became involved in the franchise after Japanese director Yoshimitsu Banno
and independent producer Kenji
Okuhira approached him about
creating an IMAX 3D short film
of “Godzilla.” The trio ended
up negotiating with Toho, the

OPENINGS

The thrilla
that’s ‘Godzilla’
‘King of the Monsters’ ups
the creature-feature ante
001/2
(Century 16 & 20, Icon)
The new American film “Godzilla: King of the Monsters” honors a
tradition that has won over millions
of Japanese “kaiju” (giant monster
movie) fans for the past 60 years.
Directed and co-written by Michael
Dougherty, this sequel to 2014’s
“Godzilla” dusts off other iconic
creatures from the Godzilla family:
giant-moth-thing Mothra, pteranodon-esque Rodan, and three-headed monster King Ghidorah.
While Dougherty’s take emphasizes its plethora of monsters,
it also gathers a cast of character
actors in an attempt to create a
human-interest story on which to
hang the action.
The biggest human star here
is teenager Millie Bobby Brown,
making her big-screen debut on

Photo courtesy of Warner Bros.

franchise’s first full-length motion picture since Sony Pictures’
1998 version.
“I believed
that
there
was room to
go back and
do kind of a
21st-Century
version of it
using stateof-the-a r t
Brian Rogers
computer
graphics instead of the traditional approach,
which is a man in a rubber suit,
you know? And to go back to the
roots of what Godzilla looked
like and felt like, as a character,”

Working with a 393-foot-tall
reptilian monster named Godzilla is serious business, as in hundreds-of-millions-of-dollars serious. Yep, we’re talking the just
released “Godzilla: King of the
Monsters” sci-fi film, the second
movie in the Godzilla trilogy that
Mountain View movie producer
Brian Rogers was told wasn’t
likely worth anything when he
signed on to resuscitate the Japanese franchise a decade ago.
As executive producer, Rogers has ushered the big lug back
onto the big screen in a big
way. In 2014, he helped create
“Godzilla,” the first film in the
rebooted monster trilogy and the

on this project ... but Legendary
(Pictures) has always taken the
lead in terms of setting everything up, and I’m always glad to
give my notes on the script and
my thoughts on directors and
things like that,” he added.
Rogers’ stroke of genius has
roots in his belief that the screen
— what he calls “that big canvas
to paint on” — is at its best with
epic-scale cinema, like personal
favorites “Lawrence of Arabia”
or “2001: A Space Odyssey.”
“There’s something magical
when you’re sitting in a theater
and seeing something unfold on
the big screen. No matter how big
a television you have at home,
there’s something unique about
the shared experience of seeing
something on a big screen,” he
said.
— Peter Canavese

Godzilla collides with Mothra, Rodan, and his ultimate nemesis, the
three-headed King Ghidorah, in “Godzilla: King of the Monsters.”
the strength of her Netflix sensa- to give a creature personality, but
tion “Stranger Things.” Brown hardly impossible), and the human
plays Madison Russell, whose es- characters prove one-note, mostly
tranged parents are kaiju experts. because there’s no time to discuss
Paleobiologist Dr. Emma Russell anything but monsters.
The CGI creatures impress —
(Vera Farmiga) and anthrozoologist Dr. Mark Russell (Kyle Chan- a star is reborn in Mothra — and
dler) couldn’t keep their marriage their battles, though dark and oftogether after the loss of their son ten too tightly framed, basically
in a monster attack. When kaiju deliver the fire-breathing goods.
start making havoc again, and It’s just unfortunate that the picEmma and Madison get lost in the ture as a whole lumbers a lot like
shuffle, monster-managing organi- its 40-story-tall star.
Rated PG-13 for sequences of
zation Monarch brings a reluctant
monster action violence and deMark back into the fold.
We spend too little quality time struction, and for some language.
with Godzilla for him to register Two hours, 11 minutes.
— Peter Canavese
as a character (it’s a tough trick

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 47.
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Rosener House first in nation to host
French therapeutic dance program
by Chris Kenrick | photos by Veronica Weber

W

hen Barbara Kalt invited a team of French
researchers to bring
an experimental therapeutic
tango program to Menlo Park’s
Rosener House earlier this year,
she wasn’t sure whether the
dance steps would help improve
the cognition, gait and balance
in participants with Alzheimer’s
disease. She hoped, at the very
least, that it might make the lives
of those who use the adult day
care facility more fun and interesting. Either way, the program
would be a win-win, figured
Kalt, the director of Rosener
House at the time.
“Everybody hears about all the
failures of the new drugs for people with Alzheimer’s, but we’re
just kind of moving forward with
non-drug interventions and trying to improve the lives of people

Reg R. dances with volunteer Margaret Kim during a Wednesday tango lesson at Rosener House.

living with Alzheimer’s and dementia,” said Kalt, who retired
this spring after a decadeslong
career at the senior center.
In April, the team of French
researchers brought its therapeutic tango program, Caravan
of Memory, to Rosener House
as part of a study on motor function in people with Alzheimer’s
disease. The Menlo Park facility
is the first venue in the nation,
and among only seven outside
of France, to participate in the
dance study.
Launched in France 10 years
ago, the tango program has been
used in institutions in at least
eight French cities, where it’s being measured by France Mourey,
a researcher at the University
of Burgundy. Tango uses movements of everyday life — balance, weight transfer, support and

posture — and is thought to have
more therapeutic advantages than
other dance forms, according to
the study’s researchers.
At Rosener House, about 20
seniors — assisted by volunteers — are taking part in the
program every Wednesday from
now to September. At the end of
six months, researchers will test
whether there are improvements
in their memory and balance.
French filmmakers Anne Bramard Blagny and Julia Blagny
also are documenting the dance
sessions for a documentary aimed
at encouraging other facilities to
replicate the project.
“The purpose of it is to see how
their cognitive function improves
but also how their gait and balance and spatial awareness can
improve after weeks of doing
this,” said Shanah Hawk, Rosener

House program coordinator. “And
it’s definitely a mood boost.”
In the first few weeks of tango,
activity leader Josh Cano said he’s
already observed changes in people with mood, speech and focus.
On a recent Wednesday, volunteer dance partners, instructors and musicians poured into
Rosener House to get the dance
party started.
Accordion player Roger Strom
of Los Altos, who said he feels
indebted to Rosener House for
helping his wife after she was
diagnosed with early-onset of
Alzheimer’s a decade ago at age
54, struck up some music as Cano
asked participants to warm up by
moving their upper bodies, clapping and stomping their feet to
the beat.
Over the next hour, participants
performed a simple walking dance

to the syncopated tango rhythm as
Cano guided them through steps,
turns, multiple changes of partners
and a water break.
The session ended with a cooldown period led by Hawk, accompanied by relaxing piano music
played by music therapist Kristopher Hong.
Hawk guided the participants to
do “anything that helps you relax
and calm down, even if it’s not
moving, even if it’s just closing
your eyes.”
After some swaying, stretching, deep breathing, foot circles,
hand-holding and final farewells
to dance partners, the room broke
into chatter and applause.
“There’s an old saying about
use it or lose it,” said participant
Kent, a Menlo Park retiree who
(continued on page 32)

STAY CONNECTED, RETIRE IN
DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE

850 Webster Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301

650.327.0950
inquiry@channinghouse.org

www.channinghouse.org
Lic #430700136
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Living Well

The Right Care at
The Right Time

Senior Focus

We’ll match you with a skilled nurse for one-on-one care that
ȴWV\RXUQHHGVȃZKHWKHULWȇVDVKRUWYLVLWRUVXSSRUW

Our Skilled Services include:
3RVW+RVSLWDO&DUH
:RXQG&DUH
Ζ97KHUDSLHV
3DOOLDWLYH&DUH
+RVSLFH&DUH

:HOOQHVV&KHFNV
0HGLFDWLRQ0DQDJHPHQW
$LUZD\9HQWLODWLRQ&DUH
3DWLHQW(GXFDWLRQ
5HVSLWH&DUH

Call (650) 462-1001 to learn
about in-home nursing care.

 _1XUVH5HJLVWU\FRP
8QLYHUVLW\$YHQXH3DOR$OWR&$

CLIMATE CHANGE DOCUMENTARY ...
“Climate Refugees,” a documentary exploring
the global human impact of climate change,
will be shown on Monday, June 10, at 3 p.m. at
the Channing House Auditorium, 850 Webster
St., Palo Alto. The 89-minute film, produced by
Michael Nash and Justin Hogan, who traveled
to 48 countries in search of the human face of
climate change, is part of the United Nations
Association Film Festival. Free and open to the
public.
YIDDISH SONGS ... Singer and accordionist
Jeanette Lewicki will lead a world tour of
Yiddish song in “Belarus to Brooklyn: A TimeTraveling Tour of Yiddish Song” on Tuesday,
June 11, from 1-2:30 p.m. in the Schultz
Cultural Arts Hall of the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center, 3921 Fabian Way, Palo
Alto. Cost is $15 at the door. No reservations
necessary. For more information, contact
Michelle Rosengaus at 650-223-8616 or
mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org.
VILLAGE COFFEE CHATS ... Members of
Avenidas Village, a membership program
designed to help people remain in their
homes as they age by providing personalized
assistance, a variety of services and social
and cultural gatherings, will describe their
experiences with the program in “coffee chats”
on Thursday, June 13, and Tuesday, June
25. Both events are at 2 p.m. There are 12
seats available at each chat, and reservations
are required. Contact Dawn Greenblat at
dgreenblat@avenidas.org or call 650-2895405.

TAKING CHARGE ... Mission Hospice & Home
Care will present Take Charge!, a workshop on
advance care planning, on Monday, June 17,
at 9 a.m. at Faith Missionary Baptist Church,
835 Runnymede St., East Palo Alto. The “Take
Charge!” campaign was created by a coalition
of local organizations dedicated to “creating
a more compassionate community for people
facing serious illness, death and bereavement.”
Participation is free but advance registration is
required. Contact Susan Barber at 650-5322396.
LOCAL AUTHOR ... Palo Alto artist Trudy Myrrh
Reagan will present her new book, “Mysteries
in Art and Science,” on Wednesday, June
19, at 2:30 p.m. at Avenidas@450bryant, 450
Bryant St., Palo Alto. Reagan will discuss how
she encountered the sciences and wove them
into her art for 50 years.
TRAVEL DISCUSSION GROUP ... P.A. Moore,
who has traveled alone to more than 20
countries, will facilitate a discussion to share
tips about places to go as well as stories,
good and bad, to help people develop plans for
future travel. The free event is Friday, June 21,
1:30-3 p.m. at Avenidas@450Bryant.
PET GUARDIANSHIP ... The Mountain View
Senior Center will host an information session
about the Humane Society Silicon Valley’s
Pet Guardianship program on Thursday, June
27 at 1 p.m. The program is aimed at planning
for a pet in the event of its owner’s passing.
Social Hall, Mountain View Senior Center, 266
Escuela Ave., Mountain View.

Items for Senior Focus may be emailed
to Palo Alto Weekly Contributing Writer
Chris Kenrick at ckenrick@paweekly.com.

Avenidas Thanks Our 2019 Lifetimes Sponsors!
&ʝPʛʦʜLʤɨ&KʋʛʠLʝɚ

&ʝPʛʦʜLʤɨ6Wʋɠ

&ʝPʛʦʜLʤɨ)ʢȲʑQɍ FʝQɢ 
Nancy and Patrick McGaraghan
Nancy S. Mueller and Bob Fox
Merrill and Lee Newman
Alma and Jim Phillips
Nancy Weeks Rossen and Norman
Rossen
Jerry and Dick Smallwood
Maddy and Isaac Stein
Anne and Craig Taylor

Ruth Seiler

Barbara and William Busse
Gary and Jeffrey Dunker
Shirley Ely
Jane and Bruce Gee
Lawrence A. Klein and Milbrey
McLaughlin
Paula and William Powar
TOSA Foundation
Jeanne and Leonard Ware

&ʝPʛʦʜLʤɨ3ɵɸOʋɠ

&ʝPʛʦʜLʤɨ)ʢȲʑQɍ

Special thanks to the Thoits Bros.
for their co-sponsorship so that all
proceeds go to Avenidas services
for older adults.

Association for Senior Day
Health
The Morgan Family Foundation
Catherine and Franklin
“Pitch” Johnson/Asset
Management Company
Eliane and Armand Neukermans

Fran Codispoti
Peggy and Yogen Dalal
The Floyd Family Foundation
Nancy and Rick Goldcamp
Ben and Ruth Hammett
Home Instead Senior Care
Paula and Mike Rantz
Bill Reller

Polly and Tom Bredt
Jean and Mike Couch
Lynn and James Gibbons
Marcia and John Goldman
Ellie and Bruce Heister
Dr. Leslie Hsu and Dr. Rick Lenon
Leannah Hunt
Dr. Duane and Ann Kalar
Cathy and Howard Kroymann
Joan F. Lane
Mary Lorey
Shirley Matteson
Nancy and Patrick McGaraghan
Nancy S. Mueller and Bob Fox
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Also thanks to the Palo Alto
Weekly and Palo Alto OnLine for
serving as our Media Partner.

www.avenidas.org

Living Well
June 1

Care Forum: Caregiving Conversations
About Quality of Life and Treatment Options
Presenter: Dr. Ellen Brown 11am-2pm,
Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center, 270 Escuela,
MV. RSVP required. Call 650-289-5400. Free.

www.avenidas.org
(650) 289-5405

June 12

June 4

June 13

June 5

Learn more by attending a FREE
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat on
Thursday, June 13, 2pm and
Thursday, June 25, 2pm

Avenidas Walkers
10am – every Tuesday. Call 650-387-5256 for
trailhead info or to schedule. Free

Simultaneous Chess Game
1-5pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. RSVP required.
Email Bill: williamylee@sbcglobal.net.
Classical Chinese Mah Jong
Every Monday, 1-4pm, Avenidas@459 Bryant.
Call Sylvia 650-327-6216. Free.
Moving Meditation Class
Every Tuesday, 8:45-9:45am, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Drop-in, $15.

• Maintain their independence
• Live in the home they love
• Connect to their community
• Get access to resources
U-Ì>ÞwÌ>`>VÌÛi
• Enjoy sense of belonging

June 11

Book Club: Modoc: The True Story of the
Greatest Elephant That Ever Lived, by Ralph
Helfor
2:30-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Drop-in, free.
Parkinson’s Support Group
2:30-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. For more
information, contact Robin Riddle rriddle@
stanford.edu

June 3

Avenidas Village helps
older adults:

JUNE 2019

Homeowner Education & Protection Project
Presented by Senior Adults Legal Assistance,
10:30-11:30am, free.
Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Wednesday,
Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call Paula 650-2895438 for more info. Drop-in, free.

June 6

Advanced Health Care Directive
Appts available, 10am-1pm, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Call 650-289-5400. $5.

June 7

First Friday Tour
@Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center
270 Escuela Ave., Mountain View.
10am- tour and info; 11-12 noon.
Free support group.

June 10

UNA Film Festival: Climate Refugees
3-4:30pm @ Channing House. Drop-in, free.

Oedipus Rex – reading and commentary
10-11:30am, Avenidas@Bryant. Call 650-2895400 to pre-register. Free.
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat
2pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is limited.
RSVP required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.
Make your Charitable Gifts Count
under the New Tax Law
Presenter: Jeff Woods, 2-3:30pm,
Avenidas@450 Bryant. RSVP required. Call
650-289-5400. Free

June 14

Senior Adult Legal Assistance
Appts available for Santa Clara County
residents age 60+, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Call
650-289-5400 for appt. Free.

June 17

Shakespeare Club
Every Monday, 10-11:30am, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Current reading: As You Like it. Free.

June 18

Lotus Dance Fitness
Every Tuesday, 3:30-4;30pm, Avenidas@
Cubberley. Drop-in, free.

Calendar of Events
June 19

Current Events
1-2:30pm – every Wednesday, Avenidas@450
ÀÞ>Ì°/ÀÞÞÕÀwÀÃÌiiÌ}vÀiit >Èxä
289-5400 for more info.

June 20

Tinnitus Support Group
6:30-8pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Drop-in, free.

June 21

NEW! Adventurers United Travel Club
Open to anyone curious about new places and
new experiences. Share tips about places to
go and things to do, 1:30-3pm, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Drop-in, free.

June 24

Acupuncture appts available
9:15-11:30am, Avenidas@450 Bryant.
45-minute appt. Call 650-289-5400 to
schedule. $30.

June 25

Avenidas Village Coffee Chat
2pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Space is limited.
RSVP required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.

June 26

Mindfulness Meditation
Every Wednesday, 2-3pm, Avenidas@450
Bryant. Drop-in, free.

June 27

Book Club: Persepolis: The Story of a
Childhood by Marjane Satrapi
2:30-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant, drop-in, free.
Senior Planet/Older Adults Technology
Services Launch Party
3-5pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant. Free.

June 28

Social Bridge
Every Friday, 1-4pm, Avenidas@450 Bryant.
Call 650-289-5436 for more info. Drop-in, free.

For complete schedule or info about Avenidas events,
call 650-289-5400
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Living Well

Celebrating the best!
We couldn’t have done it without you.

General Excellence
Palo Alto Weekly staff

Local seniors and volunteer dance partners learn to tango during a
recent class at Rosener House. About 20 seniors are participating
in the six-month dance program that launched in April as part of
a study to measure how dancing impacts cognition in participants
with Alzheimer’s disease. Rosener House is the only U.S. location
participating in the French study.

Tango
(continued from page 29)

Coverage of Local
Government

Editorial Comment
“Unprecedented obfuscation”

“The shrinking council”
by Gennady Sheyner

Investigative Reporting

Coverage of Education

“Secret dealings over the President
Hotel” by Gennady Sheyner

“The Ravenswood City School
District’s ﬁnancial crisis”
by Elena Kadvany

In-Depth Reporting

Coverage of Land Use

“The meaning of ‘middle class’”
by Fiona Kelliher, Jamey Padojino &
Linda Taaffe

“Addressing the housing crisis”
by Gennady Sheyner

Editorial Comment

Breaking News

“A stealth agenda for President
Hotel”

“Cold case solved: the Arlis Perry
murder”
by Palo Alto Online staff
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Feature Story

“Vigil for Christine Blasey Ford”
by Veronica Weber

“More than the baby blues”
by Elena Kadvany

Feature Photo

Online Feature Story

Information Graphic

“Sharing the kids, How Harley Farms
became California’s most popular
goat farm” by Kali Shiloh for
The Six Fifty

Feature Photo
“Octogenerian welder”
by Veronica Weber

“Never forget” by Veronica Weber

“The Year in Numbers” by Linda
Taaffe and Kristin Brown
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“A vibrant life” video of Palo Alto
ALS patient by Veronica Weber
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Are you
supporting
our efforts?

attends Rosener House five days
a week and requested that he be
identified by his first name only.
“This tango project is very
subtly, but very definitely, aimed
to get people active: standing up,
moving, eye and hand coordination, the sense of rhythm,” Kent
said. “You walk away tired and
sore and you step on a lot of feet,
but it’s all about getting the mind
working, the heart working, the
enjoyment, the pleasure.”

Rosener House runs the fiveday-a-week program with a daily
headcount of 50 to 55 people
living with Alzheimer’s disease,
dementia, early memory loss,
stroke, Parkinson’s disease and
other chronic conditions. It is
managed by Peninsula Volunteers, Inc., a 72-year-old local
charitable organization, which
specializes in programs serving
older adults. For more information about the tango program, go
to penvol.org. Q
Contributing writer Chris
Kenrick can be emailed at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.

Become a member today to support
another year of award-winning journalism.

Visit paloaltoonline.com/join
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Jill Fukui, left, a volunteer at Rosener House, dances the tango with
Jean J. in a new experimental dance program for individuals with
Alzheimer’s and dementia.

Public Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
GURKHA SECURITY SERVICE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN655211
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Gurkha Security Service, located at 2700
Florence Ave., San Jose, CA 95127, Santa
Clara County.
This business is owned by: An Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
PRAKASH LAMA
290 Santa Rosa Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business
name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County May
24, 2019.
(PAW June 7, 14, 21, 28, 2019)

The Palo Alto Weekly is
adjudicated to publish in
Santa Clara County.
Public Hearing Notices
Resolutions • Bid Notices
Notices of Petition to
Administer Estate
Lien Sale • Trustee’s Sale
Deadline is
Tuesday at noon.
Call Alicia Santillan at
650-223-6578 or email
asantillan@paweekly.com
for assistance with your legal
advertising needs.

Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 44
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news

RENT ON THE RISE ... Palo
Alto rents are on the rise,
according to a June rent report
by Apartment List. Rents have
increased 0.2% over the past
month, and have risen 2%
compared to the same time last
year, according to the report.
Median rent in Palo Alto currently
is $3,120 for a two-bedroom
apartment, compared to the
national average of $1,190. Palo
Alto’s year-over-year rent growth
leads the state average of 1.2%,
as well as the national average
of 1.5%.
CHOCOLATE WORKSHOP ...
Gamble Garden is holding a
workshop on Thursday,
June 20, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.,
on the history of chocolate,
its production and its global
impact. Participants will learn
about the different styles of
chocolate on the market and
how to distinguish between
them. The event includes a
blind tasting of single-origin
chocolates produced from
cocoa harvested in different
areas of the world as well
as blends of chocolate. The
workshop is open to ages
18 and over. Cost is $35
for members and $45 for
nonmembers. Gamble Garden
is located at 1431 Waverley St.
For more information, go to
gamblegarden.org.
MODERN ARCHITECTURE TOUR
... The Modern Architecture +
Design Society is holding its
annual Silicon Valley Modern
Home Tour from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m., Saturday, June 8.
The event celebrates regional
architects, designers and home
builders and gives them the
opportunity to showcase their
work to the communities in
which they work. Participants
will have the opportunity to
meet the architects and home
builders during the self-guided
tour and ask questions about
their designs. Tickets for the
event are available online for
$40 in advance; $50 day of.
The tour is open ages 10 and
older. For more information, go
to siliconvalleymodernhometour.
com.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email editor@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Bernard Andre/Courtesy of Dulcy Freeman, Dreyfus Sotheby’s Real Estate

Home Front

With luxury homes that remain on the market for the fewest days out of any region in the nation, Palo Alto is ranked among the top places
to be a real estate agent.

Palo Alto among top places to be a real estate agent

T

ech isn’t the only lucrative sector in high
demand along the Midpeninsula. There’s
another industry on the rise — and it
doesn’t require a college degree.
According to a new survey by WalletHub,
the Bay Area is the hottest place to be a real
estate agent.
The metro areas of San Francisco, San Jose
and Oakland all ranked among the top five major U.S. markets with the highest demand for
housing and the highest salaries for agents, according to the personal finance company’s survey that compared more than 170 cities nationwide to determine the best markets for realtors.
In Palo Alto, conditions are even better: Luxury homes remain on the market for the fewest
days out of any region in the nation. On average, high-end homes sell within 86 days compared to San Francisco (the second-most robust
luxury market) where homes take about 103
days to sell on average, according to the U.S.
Luxury Homes Index from New York-based
real estate auction firm Concierge Auctions.
Salaries also are higher in Palo Alto: Agents
earn an average salary of $96,253 per year,
or about 14% more than the national average
and 8% more than agents in neighboring San
Jose and 2% more than those in San Francisco, according to the online job search engine
Indeed. And based on the city’s median home
value of $2.8 million, agents who take even
an ultra-competitive 4% commission rate can
expect to receive approximately $56,000 per

by Melissa McKenzie
sale and twice that if they represent both the
buyer and seller.
“Real estate is pretty much a booming industry hereabouts, as any realtor, investor, home
owner, home shopper, taxicab driver or beautician can attest,” said Marc Gottlieb, a longtime real estate instructor at the College of San
Mateo, which offers certificate and associate
degree programs in real estate and has been in
operation for more than 50 years.
Gottlieb described enrollment in the college’s
real estate program as very robust and rapid.
“It is regrettably quite commonplace for a
good number of folks to be unable to squeeze
into these very popular classes,” he said.
Enrollment for the summer session, which
starts on June 10, already had 80 signups within the first two weeks of registration in May,
he said.
The area’s high home prices can provide
agents with incomes comparable to tech workers, which probably explains the current uptick
in public interest in obtaining a real estate license, he added.
Even with the recent acquisition and consolidation of some top-selling Bay Area brokerage firms in recent months, which has created mega-brokerage firms with as many as
3,000 agents, demand for sales agents hasn’t
decreased, Gottlieb said.
“It only means there are a few more largersized brokerage firms,” he said. “Some firms
(are) offering — and even advertising — to

train new sales agents just to get them in the
door.”
A quick search on the job-search website
Glassdoor returned 139 job listings for real
estate agents in the greater Palo Alto area last
week. These included postings for entry level
to senior positions at many major agencies in
the area. In comparison, San Francisco had 107
listings.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics attributed the
demand for more real estate agents and brokers
to the strong job market, as well as a growing number of millenials entering the housing
market, according to its Occupational Outlook
Handbook that projects employment in the real
estate industry to increase by 6% between 2016
and 2026.
“The millennial generation will be entering
the prime working-age and household-forming
age cohort over the next decade. This generation has delayed home ownership because of
financial and personal considerations. Therefore, their entry into the housing market should
increase demand for real estate agents and brokers,” the report states.
Gottlieb said he doesn’t see any shortage
of opportunities for a new agent in the local
market.
“Most clients still want and expect personal
service with a local agent,” he said. Q
Associate Editor Linda Taaffe contributed
to this article. She can be emailed at ltaaffe@
paweekly.com.
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JUST LISTED
Delightful and cheery hidden gem –
charming, light-ﬁlled bungalow
surrounded by waves of colorful
ﬂowers, native plants, fruit trees …
• Convenient location - near Facebook and new
Stanford medical campus - plus close to nearby
shops, restaurants, and downtown area

787 Seventh Ave • Redwood City, CA 94063

• Family/den/bonus room; detached garage;
low carbon footprint w/solar system,
skylights, tankless water heater
• Two expansive sun and shade decks;
enclosed edible garden area; seasonal
blooms - ideal California living!

Call 650.387.4242

www.yarkinrealty.com
Yarkin Realty • 152 Homer Avenue • Palo Alto, CA 94301 • License #01857154

LOOKING FOR SOME TRANQUILITY AND REPOSE FROM YOUR HECTIC LIVES?
COME VIEW THIS HOME AND IDYLLIC SETTING
IN SPECTACULAR PORTOLA VALLEY.

180 Cherokee Way, Portola Valley
FIHVSSQW| 1 study |FEXLVSSQW

L

ocated in serene Portola Valley on a mostly level acre of property,
this 2 story, spacious, contemporary gem offers high ceilings, views of
;MRH],MPPERHPMKLX½PPIHVSSQWSZIVPSSOMRKERMRZMXMRKKEVHIRSJKVEWW
XVIIW¾S[IVMRKTPERXWERHWLVYFW%GGSQQSHEXMSRWMRGPYHIFIHVSSQWE
WXYH][LMGLGSYPHIEWMP]WIVZIEWEXLFIHVSSQERHFEXLVSSQW%LYKI
separate family room, expansive living room, and separate dining room
SZIVPSSOMRKXLIKEVHIRWEVIEQSRKXLIQER]HIWMVEFPIEWWIXWSJXLMWYRMUYI
LSQI7MXYEXIHSREUYMIXWXVIIXRSXJEVJVSQXLIVIRS[RIH4SVXSPE:EPPI]
elementary and middle schools, this property has access to the most pristine
STIRWTEGIWERHGSZIXIHLMOMRKXVEMPWSRXLI4IRMRWYPE[LMPIWXMPPFIMRKGPSWI
XSXLI7MPMGSR:EPPI]XIGLLYFW

Listed at $3,995,000

Chris Taelemans
M.B.A. U.C. Berkeley


GLVMWXEIPIQERW$GFRSVGEPGSQ
www.christaelemans.com
'EP&6)
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HIGHEST SOLD PRICE IN MIDTOWN PALO ALTO

SALES PRICE
$6,450,000

681 LOMA VERDE
MIDTOWN PALO ALTO

SOLD IN 9 DAYS!
This stunning brand new home is tastefully designed by a top designer and built with highest standards. It has an excellent blend
of designer appeal, luxurious comfort and attention to details. This masterpiece consists of a main house with 6 en-suite bedrooms
(2 bedrooms downstairs), a powder room, an office, a theatre room, a formal dining, plus an accessory house with full bath. The
spacious and light-ﬁlled interior spans nearly 4493 sq. ft., 2 car side-by-side garage, 926 sq. ft. on porch and balcony, all above grade.
Prime location convenient to Midtown shopping, coffee shop, library, park and restaurants.

JESSIE LI

408.676.9889
JESSIELI@INTERO.COM
JESSIELI.US
LIC. # 01485877

ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT BUILDING OR SELLING
AND NOT SURE IF IT IS THE RIGHT TIME?
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

©2019 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved. All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if you are listed with another broker.

INTERO REAL ESTATE SERVICES
LOS ALTOS
947-4700
Page 38 • June 7, 2019 • Palo Alto Weekly(650)
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WWW.INTERO.COM

OPEN SAT & SUN, 1:30-4:30

361 CHRISTOPHER COURT, PALO ALTO

361Christopher.com

UMANG
SANCHORAWALA

OFFERED AT $2,985,000
4

2.5

* 1,836 ±SF

*

10,400 ±SF

2

FAIRMEADOW ELEM. (K-5)
JLS MIDDLE (6-8)
GUNN HIGH (9-12)

650.960.5363

usanchor@compass.com
UmangHomes.com
License #01471341
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SPRING HAS SPRUNG

Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

Fresh news
delivered
daily
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
express

A MOVE? A NEW JOB? A NEW SPOUSE?
= A NEW HOUSE!!

Contact:

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”
Realtor, DRE #00620365

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

Your Realtor & You
June is National Homeownership Month
June is National Homeownership Month,
and throughout the month the National
Association of REALTORS® and the nation’s
state and local REALTOR® associations will be
helping to raise awareness about the benefits
of owning a home and help Americans achieve
the American dream of homeownership.
“As leading advocates for homeownership,
REALTORS® understand the value of owning
a home,” said Alan Barbic, president of the
Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®.
“Owning a home is not only the best
investment an individual can make to build
their personal wealth, it also provides social
stability, builds communities, and is a driving
force for the economy.”
Homeownership reaps benefits for the
homeowner as well as the community.
Through the mortgage interest deduction,
homeowners are allowed to reduce their
taxable income by a sizeable amount. Buying
a home is also an investment because of equity
gains and overall appreciation. In addition,
studies show high and stable homeownership
rates boost the quality of living in communities
through education and civic involvement, and
lower crime rates and welfare dependency.
Barbic said the biggest hurdle for
homeownership today is not demand; it is
affordability. “Housing affordability has
always been a challenge here because Silicon
Valley is one of the best places to live in
California. The weather here is great, the
economy is good, and there is job growth,”
said Barbic. “The door is still open for many
homebuyers. There are first-time homebuyer
programs and down payment assistance

programs sponsored by public and private
entities seeking to help bridge the gap in
affordability.”
When purchasing a home, choosing an agent is
one of the most critical decisions a homebuyer
can make, said Barbic. “Select an agent who
is experienced and knowledgeable about
the marketplace, down payment assistance
programs that are available, the loan process,
and one who is a good negotiator. There are
many new models in real estate offering buyers
and sellers alternatives to the traditional
transaction process, but they are not the same
as having a trusted REALTOR® by your side.”
A REALTOR® is a licensed real estate agent or
broker who is a member of NAR. REALTORS®
adhere to a strict code of ethics, which sets
them apart from other real estate licensees
and protects all parties to the real estate
transaction. REALTORS® must complete 2.5
hours of ethics training once every two years to
keep their membership in NAR.
“Living with the code of ethics means
being honest and dependable, never putting
your interests ahead of your client’s, and
speaking the truth to all parties,” said Barbic.
“REALTORS® don’t just sell homes, they build
communities, and are committed to making
homeownership a reality for those who strive
to achieve it.”
*****
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose Meily at
rmeily@silvar.org.

NUMBERS
Offered at: $12,880,000
4 Bedrooms
3.5 Bathrooms
House: 3,321 sf
Lot: 14,750 sf (100 x 147.50)
OVERVIEW
Large Lot
1930's Tudor
Separate Office
3.5 Car Garage

PROMINENT OLD PALO ALTO LOCATION
435 SANTA RITA AVENUE, PALO ALTO

STEVE NIETHAMMER
REAL ESTATE
ADVISORS
& BROKERS

650 520 6290
hammer@zanemac.com
CalBRE # 01311853
ZANEMAC.COM

AMENITIES
Walkable:
California Avenue, Caltrain,
Community Center,
Town and Country
Close to Bowden Park
Centrally Located to all
Three Schools
SCHOOLS
Walter Hayes ES (API: 934)
Green MS (API: 934)
Palo Alto HS (API: 905)
435SANTARITAAVE.COM
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PALO ALTO WEEKLY OPEN HOMES
EXPLORE REAL ESTATE HEADLINES, NEIGHBORHOOD GUIDES, MAPS AND PRIOR SALE INFO ON www.PaloAltoOnline.com/real_estate

LEGEND: CONDO (C), TOWNHOME (T).

ATHERTON

46 Lilac Dr
Sat 2:30-4:30/Sun 12:30-3
Coldwell Banker
48 Watkins Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty
364 Benvenue Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty
1 Queens Ct
Sat/Sun 2-4
Compass

BURLINGAME

1625 Monte Corvino Way
Sat/Sun 1-4
Compass

CUPERTINO

10180 Barbara Ln
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

EAST PALO ALTO
2387 Dumbarton Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Keller Williams Realty
2061 Addison Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

FOSTER CITY

1057 Shell Blvd #1 (C)
Sun 1-4
Intero
712 Gateshead Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Compass

HALF MOON BAY
127 Carnoustie Dr
Sat/Sun 11-5
Compass

HILLSBOROUGH
280 Robin Rd
Sun 1-4
Compass

$6,695,000
3 BD/2 BA
465-6210
$2,488,000
3 BD/2 BA
900-7000
$4,488,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
900-7000
$8,100,000
4 BD/4.5 BA
400-8424

$2,168,000
3 BD/2 BA
720-5483

$2,100,000
4 BD/2 BA
900-7000

1/2 Acre Estate
4br-3.5ba Main House
1 Br Guest House
Offered at $5,999,999

$1,040,000
2 BD/1 BA
271-2854
$1,249,000
3 BD/1 BA
464-3744

$875,000
2 BD/2 BA
543-7740
$2,068,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
720-5483

$2,795,000
4 BD/4 BA
274-5187

$10,988,000
6 BD/5.5 BA
207-5192

212 Del Monte Av
Call for price
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
2 BD/1 BA
Compass
255-6987
456 Gabilan St #6
$1,800,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
2 BD/2 BA
Sereno Group
279-7622
73 Bay Tree Ln (C)
$2,395,000
Sat 1:30-4:30
2 BD/2 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
714-7547
1495 Cedar Pl
$2,685,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
4 BD/2 BA
Compass
823-8057
1739 Joel Way
$2,749,000
Sat/Sun 11-4
5 BD/2.5 BA
Coldwell Banker
415-317-3036
816 Springer Rd
$2,975,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
5 BD/3 BA
Sereno Group
898-7246

LOS ALTOS HILLS

27500 La Vida Real
$49,990,000
By Appointment
5 BD/7+5 H BA
DeLeon Realty
900-7000
12501 Zappettini Ct
$8,888,000
Sun 2-4
6 BD/7.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
889-0889

1325 Hoover St #1 (C)
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty
1326 Hoover St #2 (C)
Sat/Sun 2-4
Compass

HOME OF THE WEEK

200 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Near Dwntwn - LOS ALTOS
OPEN SAT/SUN 1-4

LOS ALTOS

MENLO PARK

FEATURED

$1,488,000
2 BD/2.5 BA
900-7000
$1,998,000
2 BD/2 BA
207-0781

Abigail

Residences
Romantiques

GreggAnn
Herrern
415-203-3007

2140 Santa Cruz Av B108 (C)
$1,100,000
Sat 2-4
2 BD/2 BA
Coldwell Banker
302-2449
2140 Santa Cruz Av C205 (C)
$850,000
Sat 2-4
2 BD/2 BA
Coldwell Banker
302-2449
719 17th Av
$2,100,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
3 BD/3 BA
Keller Williams Realty
208-2626
440 9th Av
$2,150,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
3 BD/2 BA
Compass
400-8424
1107 Del Norte Av
$998,000
Sun 1-4
3 BD/1 BA
Keller Williams Realty
208-2626
552 Marsh Rd
$1,585,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
3 BD/2 BA
Coldwell Banker
415-310-3754
1000 Middle
$2,580,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
3 BD/2.5 BA
Coldwell Banker
855-9700
1002 Middle
$2,680,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
3 BD/2.5 BA
Coldwell Banker
855-9700
30 Sharon Ct
$3,150,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
3 BD/2 BA
Compass
465-7459
2325 Tioga Dr
$4,195,000
Sat 2-4/Sun 1:30-4
3 BD/3 BA
Coldwell Banker
619-3621
1100 Sharon Park Dr #6 (C)
$1,650,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
3 BD/2 BA
Compass
400-8424
2160 Mills Av
$4,298,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
4 BD/4 BA
Coldwell Banker
740-2233
2191 Monterey Av
$3,995,000
Sun 1-4
4 BD/3.5 BA
Coldwell Banker
207-2500
1040 Ringwood Av
$1,988,000
Sun 1:30-4:30
4 BD/2 BA
Sereno Group
269-7266
161 Willow Rd
$3,449,000
Sun 2-4
5 BD/4 BA
Compass
400-8424
765 Cotton St
$6,488,000
Sat/Sun 1-5
6 BD/4.5 BA
DeLeon Realty
900-7000
773-775 Partridge Av
$3,850,000
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
8 BD/4.5 BA
Compass
272-8899

MOSS BEACH

101 Niagra Av
$4,190,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/3.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
678-1108
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MOUNTAIN VIEW

263 Monroe Dr
$2,498,888
Sat/Sun 1-4
2 BD/1 BA
Sereno Group
208-3841
436 Sierra Vista Av #5
$1,198,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
2 BD/2.5 BA
Sereno Group
207-0226
760 Emily Dr
$1,399,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
3 BD/1 BA
Sereno Group
279-7622
49 Showers Dr W114 (C)
$1,198,000
Sat/Sun 1-4:30
3 BD/2 BA
Intero
622-1000
1063 Bonita Av (T)
$1,988,000
Sat/Sun 2-5
4 BD/2.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
799-4294
394 Mariposa Av
$3,800,000
Sat/Sun 12:30-3:30
7 BD/5.5 BA
Coldwell Banker
464-4598

PALO ALTO

455 Grant Av #17
Sun 2-4
Compass
2102 Old Page Mill Rd
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker
530 Kellogg Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group
1646 Madrono Av
Sat/Sun 2-4
Compass
3170 Ross Rd
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty
2130 Byron St
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker
369 Churchill Av
By Appointment
DeLeon Realty
1429 Emerson St
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass
123 Tennyson Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
DeLeon Realty
1039 University Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Yarkin Realty
1136 Waverley St
Sat/Sun 1-4
Compass
1800 Webster St
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

PORTOLA VALLEY
131 Gabarda Way
Sun 1:30-4:30
Intero
116 Russell Av
Sat 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker
139 Crescent Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

REDWOOD CITY

781 Portwalk Pl
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker
787 Seventh Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Yarkin Realty
532 Shorebird Cir #6203 (C)
Sun 1-4
Intero
816 8th Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Parc Agency
1031 Oak Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams Realty

$1,550,000
3 BD/2 BA
207-9909
$3,595,000
3 BD/3 BA
752-0767
$3,475,000
4 BD/2 BA
400-2718
$3,495,000
4 BD/3 BA
380-5989
$2,988,000
4+ BD/2.5 BA
900-7000
$7,495,000
5 BD/4.5 BA
752-0767
$39,988,000
5 BD/7+3 H BA
900-7000
$7,388,000
5 BD/3.5 BA
384-5392
$7,988,000
5 BD/5.5 BA
900-7000
$13,500,000
5 BD/5 BA
387-4242
$6,275,000
5 BD/2.5 BA
468-4834
$6,998,000
5 BD/5.5 BA
906-8008

$2,495,000
3 BD/2 BA
543-7740
$1,895,000
3 BD/2 BA
851-2666
$2,680,000
4 BD/3.5 BA
851-1961

$849,000
2 BD/2 BA
465-4663
Call for price
2 BD/1 BA
387-4242
$1,190,000
2 BD/2 BA
543-7740
$1,350,000
3 BD/2 BA
464-3896
$1,388,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
479-9999

1200 Virginia Av
Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$1,300,000
3 BD/2 BA
787-9894

SAN CARLOS

447 Hillcrest Rd
$1,998,000
Sun 2-4
3 BD/2 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
690-1379
1520 School St
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Intero

$1,795,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
543-7740

791 Crestview Dr
Sat/Sun 1:30-4:30
Compass

$2,495,000
4 BD/3 BA
492-0200

SAN FRANCISCO
825 La Playa St #225
Sun 2-4
Compass
338 Main St D9A
Sat/Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

SAN JOSE

1350 Darryl Dr
Sat 1:30-4
Coldwell Banker
1089 Dewberry Pl #202
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams Realty
982 Morse St
Sat/Sun 1:30-4
Compass

SAN MATEO
694 Port Dr
Sat 11-5/Sun 1-4
Compass

429 W Ellsworth Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4
Compass

$859,000
2 BD/2 BA
387-2535
$1,925,000
2 BD/2 BA
388-8417

$815,000
2 BD/1 BA
465-5602
$1,098,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
713-7148
$1,625,000
3 BD/3 BA
888-8338

$1,998,000
3 BD/2.5 BA
766-2080
$1,399,000
3 BD/2 BA
619-2593

29 Weeping Ct (T)
$1,425,000
Sat 1-4/Sun 2-4:30
3 BD/2.5 BA
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
868-2902

SANTA CLARA
3023 Homestead Rd
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams Realty
Compass

SARATOGA

13685 Quito Rd
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams Realty

STANFORD

668 Salvatierra St
Sat 1:30-4:30
Sereno Group

SUNNYVALE

220 Red Oak Dr A (T)
Sat/Sun 1:30-5
Compass
585 Old San Francisco Rd #6
Sat/Sun 1-4
Keller Williams Realty

WOODSIDE

370 Mountain Home Ct
Go Directly
DeLeon Realty

$1,388,000
4 BD/3 BA
516-7506
408-246-8888

$2,350,000
5 BD/3 BA
713-7148

$2,635,000
3 BD/3 BA
400-2718

$688,000
2 BD/1 BA
408-246-8888
$1,398,000
4 BD/3 BA
516-7506

$17,988,000
3+1 BD/5.5 BA
900-7000

305 Jane Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$5,595,000
4 BD/4.5+ BA
851-2666

518 Patrol Rd
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$3,695,000
4 BD/2.5 BA
851-2666

214 Raymundo Dr
Sun 1:30-4:30
Coldwell Banker

$4,950,000
5 BD/5 BA
851-2666

Sports
Shorts

CHAMPIONSHIP CREW
… Stanford earned its fifth
consecutive Intercollegiate
Rowing Association team national
championship on Sunday
afternoon at the Lake Natoma
course, getting wins from its
Varsity Eight and Varsity Four.
Stanford has maintained ownership
of the Camden County Board of
Chosen Freeholders Trophy since
2015 and has nine championships
overall, the most in the history
of the sport and four more than
the next closest competitor
(Wisconsin). Cardinal coach Kate
Bertko has guided the team to
national championships in each of
her first three seasons at the helm.

Veronica Weber

AND THE WINNER IS … Stanford
sophomore Ben Hallock was
honored with the Peter J. Cutino
Award, recognizing the nation’s
most outstanding men’s water polo
player. Cardinal Makenzie Fischer
was named the women’s recipient
of the award. Both players were
honored at The Olympic Club on
Saturday night. Hallock becomes
the first Stanford men’s player
since Tony Azevedo won his fourth
straight award in 2004. Fischer
becomes the sixth Cardinal woman
to win the award … Stanford
freshman right-handed pitcher Alex
Williams was named a Freshman
All-America by Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper. Williams owns a 2.56
earned-run average and 0.97 WHIP
in 14 appearances, including 10
starts. Williams has issued just
eight walks with 43 strikeouts in
63 1/3 innings pitched, holding
opposing hitters to a .226 batting
average … Stanford junior Albane
Valenzuela earned Pac-12
Conference Women’s Golfer of
the Year honors Tuesday, the first
Cardinal in program history to earn
the award. Valenzuela has had a
standout year, tying for first at the
Pac-12 Championship and finishing
sixth at NCAA Championships.

Maggie Steffens and the U.S. women’s senior national water polo team advanced into the quarterfinals of the FINA World League Super Final.

USA WATER POLO/SOCCER

The road to the Olympics starts now
Team USA can clinch its spot
with a victory this weekend
by Rick Eymer

T

he United States women’s
senior national water polo
team can clinch a spot in
the 2020 Toyko Olympics with a
championship in the FINA World
League Super Final being held in
Budapest this weekend.
The world No. 1 Americans,
who have seven players with Stanford connections on the roster,
have won the past five Super Finals and own 12 titles overall, so

the chances are good at repeating.
The U.S. finished group play
with a 12-7 victory over Russia on
Thursday and will open the quarterfinal round against China on
Friday. The championship match
is slated for Sunday.
“We are at the start of a long
road,” U.S. coach and Mountain
View native Adam Krikorian
said. “Our task is to win Super
Final, bringing home the Olympic

ticket. We also have other goals
that are important. We’re trying
to improve.”
Former Stanford standout Jordan Raney scored three times to
lead the Americans against the
Russians. former Stanford AllAmericans Maggie Steffens and
Kiley Neushul each scored a goal
and current Cardinal Aria Fischer
and Makenzie Fischer, who won
the Peter J. Cutino Award as the
top colleg player in the nation over
the weekend, also scored.
The United States beat Canada
15-4 on Wednesday as Olympic
gold medalist and Maggie Steffens

scored three times. UCLA’s Maddie Musselman scored four goals
and USC’s Amanda Longan recorded 11 saves for the Americans
(8-0, 2-0).
“Canada played very aggressively against us, but we were
really focused during the whole
match and I’m proud of our teamwork,” Longan said. “In the first
and in the last quarters we were
outstanding on both offense and
defense.”
The U.S. took a 6-0 lead after the
first quarter and never looked back
(continued on page 46)

STANFORD BASEBALL

ON THE AIR

Where there’s a Will
there’s two ways

Friday
College track and field: Stanford
at NCAA Championships, 12:30 p.m.,
ESPN3; 5:30 p.m. ESPN

Saturday
College track and field: Stanford
at NCAA Championships, 11:30 a.m.,
ESPN3; 3:30 p.m. ESPN2
College Baseball: Stanford at Mississippi State, noon, ESPN2
College Baseball: Stanford at Mississippi State, 6 p.m., ESPNU

Monday
College Baseball: Stanford at Mississippi State, 4 p.m., ESPN2 (if necessary)

Tuesday
FIFA women’s soccer: USA vs.
Thailand, World Cup, noon, KTVU

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

Cody Glenn/isiphotos.com

Sunday

Matthiessen a big contributor
on the mound, at the plate
by Rick Eymer

J

unior Will Matthiessen
didn’t arrive at Stanford
thinking he would lead the
team in batting. In fact, his freshman year consisted of three defensive appearances and one plate
appearance. He walked.
Matthiessen was recruited to
fill a role with the Cardinal pitching staff. It was his West Linn
High teammate Tim Tawa who
was expected to provide some offensive punch.
Both former Lions will be in
the starting lineup when No. 11

Stanford (45-12) plays its first Super Regional game in five years at
noon Saturday against No. 6 Mississippi State (49-13) in Starkville
in a best-of-three series that will
determine a berth in the College
World Series.
Matthiessen made an immediate impression on the mound,
opening his college career with
16 2/3 scoreless innings. He made
20 relief appearances overall, going 3-0 with a 2.33 ERA and recording three saves. Matthiessen
struck out 32 and walked nine in

Will Matthiessen leads Stanford in hitting and is also one of its
starting pitchers.
38 2/3 innings.
As a sophomore he hit more
than he pitched, starting 23 games
as a designated hitter and making
13 relief appearances.
This year has been a revelation.
Matthiessen leads the Cardinal
in several offensive categories,

including batting average (.322),
hits (67) and RBIs (52). He’s third
in runs scored (46) and home runs
(12).
As a pitcher, Matthiessen is 6-2,
with a 3.71 ERA in 15 appearanc(continued on page 47)
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Marketplace
Goldendoodle Pups!
F1B Multi-Gen! Local.
AjDoodles.com
Text: (916) 995-2012

Fresh news
delivered to your
inbox daily
Sign up today at
paloaltoonline.com/express

Employment
CIS Manager

Computer/IT
Target Enterprise, Inc. is currently seeking a full-time Lead
Data Engineer at our offices in Sunnyvale, California. The Lead
Data Engineer will be responsible for the development of high
performance, distributed computing tasks using Big Data
technologies such as Hadoop, NoSQL, text mining and other
distributed environment technologies based on the needs
of the organization. This position requires a Master’s degree
or equivalent in Computer Engineering, Computer Science,
or a related field and 1 year of related software development
experience. Must also have 12 months of demonstrated
ability (which may have been gained concurrently) with each
of the following: (1) designing and developing the RESTful
webservices using Jersey, Cassandra, Hbase and Druid; (2)
designing and developing an end to end web application
using JAVA Object Oriented Concepts, JSP, Servlets, HTML,
JavaScript, and MySQL Server; (3) working with the following
technologies: Hadoop, NoSQL, Hive, MapReduce, PIG, Kafka
and Sqoop; (4) implementing and supporting a platform that
can provide ad-hoc access to large datasets; and (5) designing
and developing end to end data pipelines and workflows using
oozie, spark, and shell scripting. Will accept experience gained
before, during or after Master’s program. Please apply online at
https://corporate.target.com/careers/.

(continued from page 45)

as Stanford’s Aria Fischer added
a pair. Former Stanford standout
Kiley Neushul also scored.
“We were very good defensively, and especially Amanda Longan, our goalkeeper,” said Krikorian, who recently celebrated the
10th anniversary of his hiring as
a USA coach. “The key was we
were getting exclusions in the first
quarter. It was a difficult game
physically despite the lead.”
Team USA was 5-of-10 on power plays and converted its only
penalty shot.
In Tuesday’s 12-9 win over
Hungary, the Americans rallied
from an early deficit, taking a 6-4
halftime lead en route to the win.
Former Stanford All-Americans
Melissa Seidemann, Steffens and
Kiley Neushul each scored. Current Cardinal Makenzie Fischer
and Aria Fischer also scored.
“We got off to a slow start but
kept plugging away,” Steffens told
USA Water Polo. “A lot of people
on the scoreboard, scoring goals,
getting assists. It was a wellrounded game.”
USA Women’s Soccer
The United States opens defense of its Women’s World Cup
title Tuesday with a group match
against Thailand at Stade Auguste
Delaune in Reims, France at noon.
The national team includes
four players with ties to Sacred
Heart Prep and Stanford: Abby
Dahlkemper and Tierna Davidson
attended SHP. Dahlkemper went
on to play at UCLA and Davidson
attended Stanford.
Kelley O’Hara and Christen
Press each played at Stanford before turning pro and playing for
the U.S. national team.
Davidson is the team’s youngest
player at age 20. She left school
early to turn pro. Her 21st birthday is in September.
From the USA Soccer website:
“A 5-foot-10 center back with a
playmaker’s mentality, Davidson
glides across the field with a preternatural calm and understanding
of the game. After winning the national championship with Stanford
in 2017, Davidson left college one

Former Stanford All-American Melissa Seidemann is a key player
for the U.S. women’s senior national team.
year early and became the first- I history. Seven years ago, the
round draft pick for the Chicago goal-scorer was converted into a
Red Stars. In 2018, she was play- defender; a defender with full liing the full 90 minutes for the U.S. cense to go forward. Now headed
National Team until she got side- into her third World Cup, O’Hara
lined by an ankle injury. Having is a veteran outside back who can
returned to form, the versatile de- jumpstart the U.S. attack.”
O’Hara has 117 caps, scored
fender looks to be a stout solution
along the U.S. backline at center twice and recorded 15 assists.
Press never played for the U.S.
or outside back.”
Davidson has 20 caps, one goal youth national teams but she became one of Stanford’s
and three assists.
top players because of
Dahlkemper has apher speed and goalpeared in 39 matches
scoring capabilities.
for the Americans, has
Also a Hermann Troyet to score and has
phy winner, Press left
three assists.
Stanford as the all-time
USA Soccer writes
leading goal scorer with
“a product of the U.S.
71.
Youth National Teams,
USA Soccer picks
Dahlkemper has repit up: “In her first searesented the U.S. since
son playing profes2010 when she first
Christen Press
sionally, she was the
appeared for the U-17s
and was a team captain. After 11 2011 WPS rookie of the year.
caps with the U-17s and a further When the league folded in 2012,
eight for the U-23s from 2013- Press took her talents to Sweden,
2016, Dahlkemper made her first where she became the 2013 leadsenior appearance for the USA ing goal-scorer of the Swedish
on Oct. 19, 2016 as a substitute league. In 2014, she returned to
against Switzerland. Dahlkemper the NWSL. In February of 2013,
was voted the NWSL’s Defender she got her first cap, her first start,
and of course, scored two goals.
of the Year in 2017.”
O’Hara, a veteran of two World In her next game, she scored yet
Cups, is one of Stanford’s all- again, becoming the only woman
time scoring leaders and yet has to score three goals in her first
played a vital role with the U.S as two games for the U.S. National
Team.”
a defender.
Press has appeared in 115
Says USA Soccer: “The Hermann Trophy winner scored 26 matches, has 47 goals and 29
goals and notched 13 assists in assists.Q
her final season (at Stanford), one
USA Water Polo and USA
of the highest outputs in Division Soccer contributed to this report.
Rick Bale/ISIphotos.com

Client and Core Services Engineering Manager (CIS
Manager), Palo Alto, CA. Develop and implement core
systems applications supporting web/desktop/mobile
enterprise, building scalable SaaS products. Use of React,
Redux, CSS, XML, SOAP, REST, JSON and SQL. Master’s
degree in Computer Science plus 1 year of experience
in the job offered or software engineer. Experience in
React, Redux, CSS, XML, SOAP, REST, JSON and SQL. Mail
resumes to Symphony Communication Services LLC 1117
S California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304 or email resumes to
hr@symphony.com. Job code bv20190601

Water polo

Veronica Weber

To place an ad
call 650.223.6582
or email digitalads@
paweekly.com.

Today’s local
news & hot picks

Sports

To place an ad or get a quote,
contact Nico Navarrete at 650.223.6582
or email digitalads@paweekly.com.
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b l o o d c e n t e r. s t a n f o r d . e d u

Rick Bale/ISIphotos.com

Give blood for life!

Kelley O’Hara, who produced one of Stanford’s top
offensive seasons, is a key defender for the USWNT.

Tierna Davidson is the youngest player on the
women’s national team.

Sports

Baseball
(continued from page 45)

Cody Glenn/isiphotos.com

es, including eight starts.
On the eve of the Stanford Regional, Matthiessen was named
one of five finalists for the John
Olerud Two-Way Player of the
Year Award by the College Baseball Foundation.
The winner will be announced
the day before the CWS opens
and will be honored in conjunction with All-Star Game festivities in Cleveland in July.
Matthiessen then produced an
all-tournament performance to
help the Cardinal win a regional
for the first time since 2014.
He started Saturday’s game
against Fresno State, allowing a
run on six hits over five innings.
He was the only starter not to
walk a batter during the weekend.
He did not get a decision.
As a hitter, he batted .368 (7for-19), sixth among qualifying
hitters. He was second with seven
hits, six runs and a pair of home
runs, third with five RBIs and tied
for first with 14 total bases.
“I enjoy doing both,” Matthiessen said. “It’s no problem working
on both. I just stay extra.”
Matthiessen showed his potential during a six-game, 11-day
stretch of his sophomore season in
which he hit .550 (11-for-20) with
six of his seven home runs and
drove in 14 of his 23 RBIs.
An injury slowed him down for
part of the season and he finished

Stanford baseball is heading to its first Super Regional in five years. The Cardinal play Mississippi
State in Starkville beginning Saturday.
with a .293 average in 32 games.
“I knew I was going to take on
a heavier role this year,” he said.
He’s flourished in the dual role.
After 38 relief appearances, he
made his first college state, in
a Tuesday game against Fresno
State. He’s been part of the rotation ever since.
“Will did a nice job of going
five innings against a tough lineup,” Stanford coach David Esquer
said. “It was a stalemate for five
innings.”
Monday’s championship victory came down to Brendan Beck
and Jack Little, who retired the
final 13 Bulldogs in order to preserve the 9-7 victory.
“We pieced it together until we

Across
1 Photo session
6 Flame followers
11 Current measure
14 Barbera’s animation partner
15 “So long”
16 “Come Get It ___” (2014 Pharrell Williams
single)
17 Snacks in sleeves
18 Fred who directed “High Noon” and “From
Here to Eternity”
20 Baseball arbiter
21 Really cold temperature range
23 Quickly
24 False cover?
26 John of “Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker”
28 “Walking on Broken Glass” singer
32 Singer Lana ___ Rey
33 Involuntary movements
34 “___ kidding, right?”
35 Transportation link between Folkestone,
Kent and Coquelles, Pas-de-Calais
41 “___ of many colors”
42 Words of confession
44 Prominent NASCAR sponsor
47 Role revived in “Fuller House”
50 Second-smallest Teletubby
52 Apprehensive
53 Geneva girlfriend
54 Polecat
57 Sch. week start
58 Super Bowl X MVP
61 Ranking higher than
63 Raw metal source
64 Pestered
65 Lyft transactions, e.g.
66 Magazine with “Spy vs. Spy”
67 Bisected
68 Alleges as fact
Down
1 Scold loudly

could get to Beck,” Esquer said.
“We needed every pitch, every
ounce of energy. The goal was
to get to Brendan and finish with
Jack.”
Stanford also received some
offensive help from an unlikely
source. Christian Robinson, the
ninth hitter, drove in four runs on
two hits.
“We want him to turn the lineup, to get on base,” Esquer said.
“We count on our No. 1 hitter
(Kyle Stowers) to drive in runs.
This time, Christian drove in the
runs. There are moments when
guys rise up.”
His first hit came when Nick
Bellafronto was intentionally
walked to load the bases with two

outs in the second.
“It’s definitely nice when they
put someone on ahead of me and
I can make them regret it,” Robinson said. “I just stay with my
approach.”
He also drilled a two-run double with two outs in the fifth, capping a six-run inning that gave the
Cardinal a 9-5 advantage.
Maverick Handley, named the
tournament’s MVP, hit a pair of
home runs and drove in three
runs. After hitting two all season,
he had three in the tournament
and handled the Stanford pitching staff.
Beck, Matthiessen, Kyle Stowers,
Tawa and Brandon Wulff were also
named to the all-tournament team.

“Pairin’ Up” — they both come together. by Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 28.

Answers on page 28.

2 Consonant, musically
3 ___ Man (anime series about an extremely
powerful hero)
4 “Happy Xmas (War Is Over)” cowriter
5 ___-Freez (soft-serve chain mentioned in
“Jack and Diane”)
6 Activity on a placemat
7 Slayer of Ymir, in myth
8 Baking pans
9 One with a nest egg?
10 Take legal action
11 Put down
12 Be in charge of
13 Long-distance letter writer
19 Theresa who announced she’ll resign in
June 2019

22 Wriggly animal
25 Galileo Galilei Airport locale
26 Ancient Irish king Brian ___ (anagram of
O, RUB)
27 Yoked team
29 “___ Springfield” (Kent Brockman show)
30 Baseball Hall-of-Famer Ryan
31 Wacky
36 Zip
37 “March Madness” hoops org.
38 Billiard ball with a yellow stripe
39 Designer in “The Incredibles”
40 Is on top of
43 Chardonnay feature
44 Skiing event with gates

“They wouldn’t go away,” Robinson said. “It was not going to
be easy but I think we showed we
can be a tough team.”
Cody Jensen made his second
start of the season for the Cardinal and went an inning-plus
before handing it off to Jacob
Palisch (5-2), who gave up three
runs on three hits, walking two
and striking out four.
Zach Grech got two outs and
Beck, the game one starter, took
the ball and retired 10 straight,
giving him 10 1/3 scoreless innings for the weekend, allowing
three hits and striking out eight.
Little struck out the side in the
ninth for his 12th save.
“They did what they do,” Handley said of Beck and Little. “They
pound the zone, mix speeds and
put it wherever they want. When
Jack’s fastball is on, it doesn’t get
hit.”
Stowers found out he was drafted, by the Baltimore Orioles, during the top of the fifth inning.
“A couple of players came up
and told me it would help calm
him down when he knew he got
drafted,” Esquer said. “I was all
for that. It was nice to share the
moment with Kyle.”
Handley added: “I’d want to
know the second I got drafted. It
felt like we all got drafted; we’re
all so proud of him.”
Handley, Matthiessen, Erik
Miller and Little were drafted
Tuesday and Andrew Daschbach,
Brandon Wulff and Duke Kinamon were chosen Wednesday. Q

www.sudoku.name

45 Singer/actress Gray who was on Season 1
of “American Idol”
46 Like a wincer’s expression
48 Large wine cask
49 World capital that lent its name to a type
of goat or rabbit
51 “Dancing With the Stars” judge Goodman
54 It’s often iodized
55 Had more than a feeling
56 Edit menu option
59 ___ Lanka
60 Score an upset, say
62 1990s R&B group Bell ___ DeVoe
© 2019 Matt Jones
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Your home.
Our mission.

s dalBppÛzOJO_WOyObdJBooWOopVdt_MpsBbMJOszOObzVOoO|dt
are and where you belong. By pairing knowledgeable agents with
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the San Francisco Bay Area and beyond.

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30 PM

1131 Hobart Street, Elizabeth Elliott Maulick
650.799.3130
Menlo Park
elizabeth.maulick@compass.com
6 Bed | 7 Bath
.
ĝÛÛ

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30 PM

773-775 Partridge Avenue,
Menlo Park
 OMŚà BsV
ĝÛÛ

OPEN
SUNDAY
1:30-4:30 PM

20 Campo Bello Court,
Menlo Park
4 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Greg Celotti
àà
gregc@compass.com
DRE 01360103

Katy Thielke Straser
àà
katy.thielke@compass.com
.

1495 Cedar Place,
Los Altos
4 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Jeff Stricker
àà
jeff.stricker@compass.com
.

Cheryl Okuno
650.209.1577
cokuno@compass.com
DRE 01051270

compass

Rick & Suzanne Bell
àà
rick.bell@compass.com
DRE 01051633 | 01422075

1326 Hoover Street #2,
Menlo Park
2 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Liz Daschbach
àà
liz.daschbach@compass.com
DRE 00969220

791 Crestview Drive,
San Carlos
4 Bed | 3 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Nancy Palmer
650.492.0200
nancy@nancypalmer.com
DRE 00525350

Shirley Bailey
àà
shirley.bailey@compass.com
DRE 00426479

1265-1267 W. Washington Ave.
Sunnyvale
5 Bed | 3 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Karen Young
àà
karen.young@compass.com
DRE 01179172

Darlene Pylkkanen
àà
darlene.pylkkanen@compass.com
DRE 01115594

BY
APPT
ONLY

265 Portola State Park Road,
La Honda
3 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

150 Alma Street #213,
Menlo Park
2 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Liz Daschbach
àà
liz.daschbach@compass.com
DRE 00969220

Compass is the brand name used for services provided by one or more of the Compass group of subsidiary companies. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides
by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01079009. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been
yOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdtsbdsWKOà!dpsBsOaObsWpaBMOBpsdBKKtoBK|dTBb|MOpKoWlsWdbà__aOBptoOaObspBbMpntBoOTddsBUOBoOBllod{WaBsOà

Scott Hayes & Karin Bird
650.245.5044
scott@birdhayes.com
DRE 01401243 | 00929166

BY
APPT
ONLY

628 Hope Street,
Mountain View
2 Bed | 2.5 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Caitlin Darke
àà
caitlin.darke@compass.com
DRE 01332161

BY
APPT
ONLY

compass.com
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2061 Gordon Avenue,
Menlo Park
4 Bed | 3 Bath
ĝÛÛ

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30 PM

OPEN
SUNDAY
1-4 PM

1143 Willow Street,
San Jose
4 Bed | 2.5 Bath
ĝÛÛ

BY
APPT
ONLY

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30 PM

OPEN
SAT & SUN
2-4 PM

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1-4 PM

669 Salberg Avenue,
Santa Clara
4 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛÛ

2700 Pavo Lane,
Mountain View
4 Bed | 2.5 Bath
ĝÛÛ

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1:30-4:30 PM

BY
APPT
ONLY

789 16th Avenue,
Menlo Park
4 Bed | 3 Bath
ĝÛÛ

Grayson Martin
àà
grayson.martin@compass.com
DRE 02057945

BY
APPT
ONLY

OPEN
SAT & SUN
1-4 PM

902 Sunrose Terrace #101,
Sunnyvale
2 Bed | 2 Bath
ĝÛ

Sophie Tsang
àà
sophie@compass.com
DRE 01399145

